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Officials
 to meet 
regardingSJSU  
well  
Pollutants  
threatening
 
local water 
By Larry Aragon 
Daily 
staff writer
 
A 
state health department official 
will meet with 
SJSU  and San Jose 
Water Co. 
representatives Tuesday
 to 
request they step up chemical 
tests on 
their 
wells.  
Soil and ground water 
contami-
nation 
caused  by a local drum -recy-
cling plant poses a direct 
threat to an 
SJSU well that 
provides water to Spar-
tan Stadium, according to 
a health Lie -
p.111111011
 
repott last month
 
"Increasing the 
monitoring  
schedule
 
makes  sense.
 go 
en the 
po-
tential threat.- said Howard Ha-
tayanta, waste
 management engineer
 
For
 the 
Department
 of Health 
Services.
 
The 
Loren', Barrel
 and Drum 
Co
 
site,
 located about one
-quarter  mile 
from Spartan Stadium, is contami-
nated with a number
 of
 hatardous sub-
stances. including cadmium, chro-
mium. lead. nickel,  organic 
pesticides,  organic soltents 
and poly-
chlorinated biphenyl. ). the 
health 
department  report stated.
 
It may take as long as two years 
to clean up the 
Loren',  site:, hut the 
state has ordered the drum -recycling 
plant to take interim steps 
which  may 
take six 
months
 to 
complete.  Ha-
tay aina 
said
 
I 
ilCm: kith.' I Cult],
 
Illu. he 
number of drums and 
amount of 
waste
 
material  on the site,  building sumps 
and 
culvens
 to present 
till 
site  
ninol
 
I.
 
and 
plugging abandoned 
wells  to 
we 
-
sent ent further soil and ground water c, in 
lamination,
 he said. 
Although the Fehruart report
 said 
contaminated
 soil and 
ground
 water 
pose a 
"direct threat" to the 
South
 
Campus 
well,  it has not 
been
 tested or
 
chemical  contaminants for 
eight 
months. 
Hatayama said
 the health 
depart-
ment 
wants to increase 
testing  
to
 once 
a month
 or 
once
 et ery three months 
Lee Esquibelle,  deputy 
director 
lor the 
toxic,  
unit 
of the couim 
health 
department. 
said the la)er
 of Nato-
SJSI". well draw sI 
riuiut 
Is hundreds ot 
otex ied 
by a clay 
lay
 
cc 
As long 
as the 
clay 
layer  isn't
 
punctured.
 it is 
very  unlikely
 that 
con-
taminated
 
groundwater
 40 
feel down 
will
 
seep  into 
SiSt"s
 
%sato-
 
supply.  
Esquihelle
 said. 
'Taking
 a 
sample 
annually
 
would
 prohabl.t
 he 
adequate.''  
he said. 
"We 
follow 
the 
normal
 
county.  
requirements...
 said 1. 
Handel B 
ans. 
MS( ' 
esecutise
 s ice 
president.
 ''II the
 
state
 or 
the 
county  wants to 
increase
 
the 
requirements
 then 
we will 
ac-
quiewe 
automaticalft  
Et am had
 said the 
well is 
tested  
by the 
count)  
health
 department
 once 
a 
month
 
But
 the county
 tests the 
well 
monthly  only for 
bacteriological
 qual-
ity
 . not for 
chemical
 quality . 
said Glen 
Ilddehrand,  em 
ironmemal 
health  spe-
11.1 tile S.1111d 
Clara COU111) 
Health Depanment
 
A bacteriological
 test costs 
about  
$20 
and  a "gas chromatography
 test" 
for chemical 
content costs 
between  
$100 and 5200, 
varying
 
according
 to 
laboratory rates. 
Hildebrand said 
he
 knows of only 
two recent 
tests of the 
university  well 
for chemical 
contamination.  One was
 
done in 
May 1985 by a 
laboratory 
hired
 by
 SJSU, 
and  one in July 1986 
hy the 
county
 health 
department.  Nei-
ther
 test showed 
chemical  contami-
nation.  he 
said. 
"Testing Mr 
bacteria  is probably
 
most important
 because 
(bacteria  lev-
els) can change
 abruptly." Hildebrand
 
said. 
"Chemical
 content 
because 
of 
the depth  of a well 
would
 
change 
slow
 ly " 
Increasing the
 
monitoring
 schedule 
makes  sense given 
the 
potential
 threat.' 
 Hcmard Hatayama, 
engineer for 
the 
Department  of Health 
Services 
The South Campus well is about 
250
 feet deep,  said Ron Montgomery. 
SJSU director ol 
environmental  health 
and safety. 
''lithe well was 
more shallow ---
about 50 to 100 feet - we'd cer-
tainly want monitoring on a more fre-
quent basis... Ilatayama said. 
Wheels of 
Womyn's  
Week  turn 
with 
activism 
Speaker
 
attacks
 
prejudices
 
By Elisha
 Arnone 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
Activist Angela
 Davis crit-
icized 
the Reagan administration for
 
ignoring the 
problems of women
 
and minorities. 
"We 
are under a state of 
seise." Davis 
said.  "Our past 
victo-
ries are 
under  continuous attack
 . ' 
Under the Reagan
 administra-
tion, the nation suffers from 
as 
much racism as 
ii did in the 1960s, 
she said. 
Davis. 
most
 active as an advo-
cate 
for black and 
women's
 rights in 
the 
1960s, spoke to a 
crowd 
ol ap-
proximately
 600 Wednesday
 in the 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
"A web 
of oppression influ-
ences the lives 
of all people in the 
(United  
Slates)."
 she said.
 
"I want to speak as a 
political  
activist, as a partisan,
 passionately 
involved in the
 struggle against rac-
ism 
and  a defender of 
women's 
rights
 and the rights 
of the working 
class," 
Davis  said. 
Davis 
spoke about 
Howard 
Beach, 
where  a black 
man
 was 
beaten to death by a 
group of white 
men. 
The 
Howard  Beach 
incident 
does
 not stand alone,  
she said. In a 
suburb in New 
Orleans, a police 
chief 
announced
 black people
 would 
he 
routinely
 arrested 
if found in 
white
 neighborhoods.
 Last January 
at 
a civil rights
 demonstration
 in 
Forsyth 
County.  Ga.. 
75 demonstra-
tors were assaulted
 by a Ku Klux 
Klan  group, 
she said. 
The Reagan 
administration re-
sponded 
by denying 
there was a 
trend  in racial 
violence,  she said. 
'There
 is a resurgence
 of rac-
ism 
and sexism 
and  anti
-working
 
class 
ideas.''  she 
said 
Sixties 
political  activist 
and  author 
.Angela
 Davis 
spoke on a range of 
topics including racism,
 sex-
ism and 
Reaganomics 
Wednesday  in 
Morris
 Dai-
Denials by the Reagan admin-
istration  only serve to encourage the 
proliferation of racism. Davis said. 
In President Reagan's State of 
the Union
 address this year, there 
was no mention of racism, sexism. 
the homeless or the hungry. she 
said. 
As an actor, he did nothing 
more than read a script written by 
someone
 else, she said 
"An unemployed auto 
worker 
in Detroit has a clearer image of the 
state of the union than Reagan." 
Davis  said.  
Davis said black women face 
Robert 
Airold  /ally staff photographer
 
ley Auditorium
 as part of Womyn's
 Week activ-
ities. A 
crowd of between 500 
and 600 packed the 
auditorium  to hear her 
contras  ersial views 
special problems. 
Their higher 
rate of poseny
 
and drug use is called "the 
ethical  
deterioration of the black family." 
she said. 
Davis said the idea that all eco-
nomic problems will end it women 
stop 
hearing  children  
out  
of
 wedlock
 
or if they stop having babies is 
flawed.
 
"This ignores the high rate of 
black male unemployment
 that leads 
to a rise of black single mothers." 
she said. 
Davis urged those attending the 
speech
 to 
become actiststs
 
You
 
are not alone. If all people who be-
lieved in change 
would work to ac-
tion. millions of all colors would 
gather to share the dream." 
In a question -and -answer pe-
riod. Davis 
encouraged  
SJSU stu-
dents  and faculty to protest the deci-
sion
 to combine the 
Afro-American  
Studies Department with four other
 
departments and 
programs.  
"This  is a serious 
assault  by 
the 
administration."  she said.
 To 
allow the 
administration  
to
 negati-
vely  influence 
the power of 
these 
groups
 iii 
reach out 
to 
students is 
shameful, she said 
Marchers
 to protest 
SJ's 
'unsafe
 streets'
 
By Elisha Arnone 
Daily 
staff  writer 
A candlelight 
march  through 
downtown San Jose will take place 
tonight to  protest unsafe streets for 
women.
 
"Just this year, three women 
have been 
attacked at SJSU 
. you can't
 walk 
to 
your
 car, or 
on the streets at night. Men think 
they have the right 
to accost 
women," said Marge Kintscher. 
'Women  
marching
 
together
 
shows  
we 
have
 
strength.'
 
 
Marge  
Kintscher,
 
co
-coordinator
 of the 
1 omen's
 Center 
co -coordinator of the Women's 
Re-  
A lot of protesting and sit-ins got us 
source Center. 
what we wanted.
 Now, women are 
"Women marching together 
losing the rights they gained," she 
shows we have strength and can 
said.
 
protect 
ourselves   we take hack 
Although the walk is for 
the night." she said. 
women, men are encouraged to 
"In the 60s 
and 
'70s,  
women 
come.
 
Kintscher  
said. 
were 
out  
protesting
 for equal
 rights 
See 
MARCH,
 page
 ft 
Harassment
 
discussed
 
By 
Elisha
 .rnone 
Daily
 stall
 writer 
"Sesual 
harassment  
has
 al-
ways been 
around.  Why 
talk about 
it 
now in the 
liths 
said
 Rina 
Rosenberg,  
one  of the 
tour
 speak-
ers 
for the 
Womyn's Week panel
 
discussion  
"The 
women's  
movement
 in 
the 70s
 raised our 
consciousness.
 
It taught
 women 
they don't 
have to 
he 
submissive."
 Rosenberg 
said. 
"Sexual  
harassment
 is an 
injustice. 
and 
you 
don't  have 
to  tolerate it." 
Rosenberg
 asked
 the 
audience
 
how  many 
women 
had  been 
touched 
by an 
employer  
or told 
they 
would be 
promoted 
if they 
slept  with 
their  boss.
 
Half the hands 
went up in the 
room of twenty
 people. 
"Know the 
law," she said. 
Title' VII of the
 Civil Rights Act of 
1964 
and Title IX in the 
Education
 
Amendments  
it 
t472 prohibit 
-.es 
'Don't
 let
 the 
harasser
 
decide
 
what
 
is 
sexual  
harassment.'
 
 
Rina  
Rosenberg
 
panel
 
speaker
 
ual 
harassment.  
Sexual 
harassment 
happens
 
when submission is a 
condition for 
employment or 
decisions relating 
to 
work. It is also behavior that inter-
feres with 
work  performance or 
creates a 
hostile  environment, said 
panelist Doug McIntyre. chairman 
of the Political Science Depart-
ment. 
Sometimes
 people don't 
know 
what constitutes a sexual
 
ha' 
See 
HARASS.
 page 6 
Professor's
 
Russia  
film  
to 
premiere
 tonight
 
By Julie 
Laffrenzen  
Daily 
staff  
writer  
The Soviets
 are no different 
than the 
Americans.  To prove 
this
 
point, Bob 
Gliner traveled to the 
Soviet
 Union to film 
a program re-
futing
 the 
negative  
stereotypes
 
Americans
 have of the 
Soviet peo-
ple-
The
 program. 
titled "Rus-
sia 
 Off the 
Record,"
 premieres 
tonight on 
television  station 
KTEH-
54. The one
-hour show
 begins 
at
 9 
p.m.
 
Gliner, 
a SJSU 
sociology  
pro-
fessor.  said 
he got the
 idea for 
"Russia
 Off the 
Record"  when 
he 
learned how 
negative 
American  
attitudes 
were  toward 
the Soviets.
 
"Americans
 want to dehuma-
nite 
(the 
Soviets)  It 
makes  it easier 
to 
develop
 weapons against them." 
he said 
'Americans  
want  to 
dehumanize 
(them).
 
It makes it easier to 
develop weapons.' 
 Bob (inner, 
sociology
 professor
 
"Teenagers 
on the beach in 
Santa 
Cm/ said they thought the 
Soviets  ought to 
he
 nuked." he 
said. 
Many people 
said
 they thought 
the Soviets could never critici/e 
government
 policies or else they 
would he shipped to Siberia. Others 
said they thought Soviet people had 
no social
 life. Still others 
thought 
See RUSSIA. 
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Engineering
 School starts 
robotics
 series 
By Stephanie 
M. Nichols 
Daily 
staff  
writer  
Thanks
 to a California  
Lottery  
grant. the School of 
Engineering will 
he 
hosting  the first of a spring series 
oh
 
seminars 
on
 robotics
 today. 
The
 lirst lecturer 
speaking today
 
in Sweeney
 Hall will
 be SJSU 
alumnus
 
Greg  Brown 
of
 FMC Corp.,
 manufac-
turer
 of the 
Bradley  
lighting  
vehicle.
 
The 
$3.500  
grant 
will  he used to 
pay
 honorariums
 for 
nine  guest 
speak-
ers. 
said Scott 
Williamson,  
temporary 
professor in 
the General 
Engineering 
Department.
 
The  lecture series' purpose is 
multi -fold,  including providing a focus 
for the separate SJSU 
engineering de-
partments 
working
 on 
robots, 
learning  
information
 on specific 
applications,  
and fostering 
student awareness of 
the 
social impact of robots.
 
"There  is going to he a 
period of 
rapid development
 in 
robotics  in 
our 
future,' 
he
 said. "New 
capabilities 
are lust being 
developed  and new 
ap-
plications studied." 
Seminar
 
to 
feature  
speaker
 
from
 Bradley 
tank
-maker
 
'This  is 
the 
industrial  revolution 
all over again,''
 Williamson said.
 "It 
put a 
lot Of 
people out of 
work
 and at 
the same time created a lot of jobs, hut 
the transition was brutal on people.''
 
Williamson
 compares this stage 
of robot development to 
the period 
preceding World War 1 when the air-
plane was in its infancy 
'People were extremely excited 
about aviation.
 Crowds would 
gather 
to watch the flying machines. There 
were 
a lot of strange ideas attempted.'' 
he said. 
At
 SJSU. courses in robotics are 
taught in the Computer and 
Electrical  
Engineering Departments. 
At last
 week's School of Engi-
neering
 
open house, a group of me-
chanical 
engineering  students 
had
 pro-
grammed
 a 
robot to 
write  
"welcome."  
An MU engineering student is 
attempting to program
 a robot to oper-
ate a yo-yo, Williamson said. 
Although robots 
are capable of up 
and 
down  
motion.  
the  yo-yo problem 
involves coordination.
 he said. 
The Computer 
Engineering  De-
partment has 
five
 to 10 robots, he said,
 
and tentatively guessed 
there  are 20 in 
the School of 
Engineering 
Robotics will he 
exciting  lor the 
next  10 to 15 
years,  he said. 
Alter that, 
it will 
becomes 
job.
 
"There is an 
oversell
 of 
robots.  
You read 
hype
 in the papers,
 but it's 
going 
to he a long 
time before
 they can 
wash a 
dish," he added. 
Robots are 
now used for
 spray 
painting, 
welding,  some 
elementary  
assembly tasks, 
window  washing and 
the dismantling, 
repair  and mainte-
nance ot nuclear
 power stations, 
Wil-
liamson said. 
"Any  roh with a high 
element
 of 
routineness  becomes a 
candidate for 
robot 
applications,"
 he said. 
Williamson said there are 
gim-
mick promypes which have been de-
veloped such as a robot named Wahot 
which was exhibited
 two years ago it a 
world's fair in Japan. 
Wahra,  because of a 
programmed 
vision 
system,  could read a piece 
of 
music and play it 
on the piano, he 
said.  
S1SU's interest in 
robotics
 will 
continue in the renovated 
and ex-
panded Engineering 
Building,
 which 
is slated for completion in 1988. 
The 
Robot  Society of 
America, 
located in the Bay Area, is 
sponsoring  
.a robotic 
olympics
 in Fremont
 this 
!spring, Williamson said 
Robots  will
 he 
competing  
in
 table 
tennis
 matches,
 stair
-climbing
 
races,
 a 
fetch -a
-glass -of
-water  
race
 and 
fenc-. 
init. he 
said. 
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  Editorial
 
Give
 
Afro-American  Studies liberty 
The
 
proposed  merger of 
the Afro-American
 
Studies Department
 with the School
 of So-
. cial Services
 would be unfair to the 
stu-
dents at SJSU. 
The proposed merger would force the 
Afro-American
 Studies Department to combine 
with the four other ethnic
 studies 
departments
 
and programs 
creating one Social Science De-
partment. 
The 
merger also prevents Afro-American 
Studies from having representation on the 
Dean's  Council, which was created to give the 
different schools on campus a 
forum to voice 
concerns and make recommendations to the 
Academic Senate. 
The merger means a possible loss of rep-
resentation for the four ethnic studies depart-
ments on the Academic Senate Curriculum 
Committee.
 
There  has been a major 
increase
 
of
 
enroll-
ment  in the Afro-American Studies 
Depart-
ment. It has grown 800 percent in the last two 
years, in both the number 
of majors and mi-
nors, said Chairman Steven Millner.
 
Two 
years  ago there were four declared 
Afro-American majors. Now there
 are 32. 
Class enrollments
 have also increased. 
Afro-American 
classes
 have 
been  
cross
-listed 
with other 
classes
 in other departments, such as 
English, Economics and Urban Planning. 
This cross
-listing helps the Afro-Ameri-
can Studies Department
 reach out to other stu-
dents on campus, not just
 black students. 
The Afro-American 
Studies 
Department  
was established 
in 1969. It is one of the young-
est departments
 on campus and it 
should  be 
given the 
chance to develop. 
The
 merger would prevent the department 
from 
expanding,  and would not reflect 
the 
needs and 
wants  of students at SJSU. 
The department 
needs time to prove itself 
and to build an intellectual
 climate that strives 
for academic excellence, which should 
be a 
right of 
any growing department at SJSU. 
Warning:
 
people  with 
low  
self-esteem  
need
 
not
 
apply
 
Consider  yourself warned: Mandatory sell -esteem
 test-
ing for job applicants is coming. 
The 
following  scenario shows how the test originated. 
(Names have been changed to protect the guilty.) 
"Hard day at the office, 
honey?"  Megan Suburb asks 
her
 husband Bob as he throws his thin briefcase
 on the 
kitchen table. 
Megan 
is standing in the large kitchen, dispensing a 
glass 
of
 white zinfandel from the 
cardboard  box on top of 
the 
refrigerator.  
"Not too 
bad, dear," Bob says, scratching his protrud-
ing abdomen, 
"except the same problem I 
told  you 
:about
  we hired a hunch of 
people who don't have 
enough self-esteem. Don't they
 realize how cheap it is 
these  
days'!" 
"We're lucky to have 
self-esteem, aren't we honey'?" 
Megan
 says. 
"No,  
not  quite," Bob says, walking into the 
family
 
mom. "It's 
more than luck. We were 
smart enough to save 
:money 
so
 we could afford 
self-esteem.
 And we got such
 a 
'great  deal 
on it, 
too."  
Bob 
plops  down on the sectional sofa and stares 
at the 
.conuuercial
 on his giant -screen TV. 
A bikini -clad young ac-
tress is sipping a wine cooler. He 
picks up the 
remote  control and 
clicks through 
the channels,  pass-
ing several news 
programs  and 
.stopping at the "Wheel
 of Fortune," which has just started. 
"The est training has 
so far only cost us, what,  
a cou-
ple 
thousand each? Bob 
continues.
 "And Dianetics and 
Viewpoint
 
Tom 
Dunlap 
The Forum are even cheaper than 
that.  Can you please hurry 
up with my wine. 
dearl  You knowl like it in 
my
 hand right 
when I get 
home." 
"Coming. 
dear.'"  Megan says. "About 
Dianetics,  do 
you think we should 
"
 
"Shhhh! I thought I told you
 never disturb me when 
Pat introduces the 
contestants," Bob says. 
Megan's face turns red as she walks into the family
 
room with Bob's 
white zinfandel, places it on the coffee 
table next to some back issues of People magazine and sits 
down.
 
The game show host asks the contestants questions. 
"We have a unique show tonight," he says. "All 
three con-
testants are women and all are
 from the Midwest." 
"Oh, great," Bob says, "real exciting show tonight. I 
can tell you right now these gals don't 
have any self-es-
teem  
"Well.  dear, a lot of people in other states aren't as 
lucky as us. A 
lot  of people 
haven't  even 
heard  of est, and 
now we have this fabulous self-esteem commission,"
 
Megan says. 
"That's true," Bob says, sipping his wine. "I wonder 
why they didn't think of that commission sooner? I mean. 
what a great idea. 
If
 the government can't give you self-es-
teem, who can?" 
After one of the contestants solves the first puzzle. 
Megan says, "A new family moved in 
next
 door today. 
Bob." 
"Are they white?" he asks. 
"Well of course, dear." 
"Thank God for 
that.  I like minorities, but they just 
don't have enough self-esteem." 
The Suburbs actually 
haven't
 talked to any 
of their 
neighbors in years. 
"They probably can't afford it, dear," Megan says. 
"That's why this commission is so important. It will really 
help " 
"Mandatory self-esteem testing!" Bob shouts and 
stands up. "That's it! Why didn't I think of it before'? 
That's the answer to the 
problem
 at the office. We'll start 
testing applicants, and . . and we'll have periodic testing 
of current employees!" 
"But dear, wouldn't employees try to cheat?" Megan 
asks. 
"Of course they would, especially the ones with 
no 
self-esteem," Bob says. "So we'll hire guards to watch 
them take the test, and . . ." 
And so 
mandatory self-esteem testing came to be. 
Letters  
to the 
Editor  
Don't  
force
 
religion
 on others 
Editor,  
In reply 
to John Bliss'
 Feb. 25 
letter,
 I'd like to 
say I'm 
surprised
 that one 
who  carries  the 
beliefs of 
Christianity  can 
condemn
 a fellow
 human 
being's  
personal
 beliefs. 
This  is in 
, itself 
belittling  and 
destructive  
to
 that fellow 
human 
being.
 I 
-didn't
 detect any
 love in the 
letter, hut 
belittlement  
was  ap-
parent
 in 
it. 
You're
 correct, 
Bliss.  in saying
 that I don't
 seem to un-
derstand
 the 
"supernatural."  
I don't. I'm 
fascinated 
by it. 
I'm curious 
about  it. But I 
don't understand
 it. If you 
do un-
derstand it.
 have it all
 figured 
out,
 my 
sympathy
 is with 
you. 
The  beauty of 
it  attraction
 to it  
lies in the 
awe  
some elusiveness
 of it. 
No,
 I would not 
be
 offended it 
you offered me 
"good 
news"
 or "a small
 fortune," 
and I would 
never expect 
you 
to 
be
 offended 
or upset if 
I declined 
such  
metaphorical
 of-
fers. Religion
 is personal.
 Whether
 it should 
stay inside 
each of 
us individually
 or if we 
should 
attempt
 to 
persuade
 
others
 is a 
critical  
question.  
You 
say that you
 need to 
satisfy  the 
"spiritual  
starva-
tion" 
of the 
world.  I say 
that, as a 
citizen  of 
the
 world 
(though
 not 
necessarily  a 
spokesman 
for it), I'm 
quite satis-
fied now 
and that any
 attempt to 
fill me would
 he exactly
 
what 
has  
happened
 to me in 
the past: 
"cramming  
religion 
down 
(my)
 throat."
 Neither 
of us wants
 that. right?
 Take a 
close  look at 
the supposed
 
"stereotypcial"
 
aspect  of 
Chris-
tianity,
 they 
certainly  
do
 seem 
representative
 of it. 
I kindly 
decline  
your
 offer,
 John.
 
Religion is inside me. It's 
just not the same religion 
that's inside you. Mine will stay 
inside me. Do what you 
will with 
yours,
 hut realize that what 
you  accomplish may 
he the opposite of what
 you plan. Your "light" may 
not be 
so bright to some. If you must 
try to spread your personal 
beliefs, at least he 
sincere  and don't be offended if 
people 
don't
 prescribe to them. And don't
 push too hard. Oh, and 
about the"prize"
 you mentioned  
I didn't realize one 
was invovled and I'm 
glad I didn't 
unknowlingly
 win it. 
You 
can  have it. 
Joel
 
Edminster 
Graduate 
English  
Daily's
 fraternity 
coverage unfair 
Lditor,
 
This 
letter  is in response to the
 Feb. 26th article by 
Victor Manuel 
Inzunza
 "Fraternity 
Parties
 Anger Neigh-
bor." 
I believe the 
Spartan  Daily made 
many
 errors in pre-
senting 
the  story, which depicted 
Alpha Tau Omega as 
a 
villain in the 
once -serene,  pleasant 
neighborhood  of  Reed 
and Eighth streets. The 
Daily's  description of the situation 
is not only 
misleading, but false 
also. 
ATO is on a 
corner  next to a residential home which
 is 
fairly loud itself. ATO 
resides
 across the street from Delta 
Gamma 
sorority,  which is serenaded 
until sometimes mid-
night on week nights. ATO
 is also about I(X) feet away from
 
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity, which
 has open parties, and can 
crWELL
 
HOWAR(1),
 
YOU
 
GOT
 
THE
 
-JOB!
 
NOW,
 
POUR
 
OUT  
THE  
\tJATERf1SF
 
AST
 
`f
 
al
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be
 found partying like
 ATO "until three 
or four in the 
morning." Delta 
Gamma has been 
in this "once 
peaceful
 
community" 
for more than 30 
years.  Sigma Alpha 
Mu has 
been
 in this neighborhood
 for six years. So 
the  Spartan Dai-
ly's portrait 
of
 the rowdy, 
uncaring  fraternity 
invading 
James 
Andrew's  once
-peaceful  
neighborhood
 is irresponsi-
ble and unfair. 
This whole
 affair is not a 
case
 of one fraternity 
siding 
with another;
 this is a case 
of one, supposedly
 responsible 
newspaper  presenting
 an unfair 
description
 of a problem 
without 
investigating
 the circumstances.
 
I believe
 the Spartan Daily
 is in error, and 
that it is ac 
countable
 for this error. I 
would like to sec 
some
 sort of re-
sponse from readers
 to this letter in the
 coming days. 
Bill Delgado
 
President
 
Senior 
Sigma
 Alpha Mu 
Political Science 
Our
 
youth
 live in war -game 
society 
Editor, 
Dan  Kier's March 3 column 
about child war games 
was right 
on
 target. The repressive, almost
 fascist era of the 
past
 six years has turned innocent 
young  children into Rea-
gan
 youth! 
We are teaching 
America's  future a 
warped view of pa-
triotism
 and they, like
 us, are classifying
 people according
 
to what, or 
group,  they belong 
to
  just like insects.
 
Tom 
Collins 
Jr. 
Junior
 
Graphic  Art and 
Design 
Forum Page Policy
 
The forum page 
offers an opportunity to express 
views on important issues. 
The Spartan Daily 
encourages  readers to write 
letters to 
the editor. All letters 
must bear the 
writer's
 
name, major, phone 
number
 and class level. Phone 
numbers and 
anonymous  letters will not 
be printed. 
Deliver letters to the Daily 
office  on the second 
floor of Dwight 
Bente!
 Hall, or at the 
information
 ren-
ter in the Student 
Union. 
The 
Spartan Daily reserves
 the right to edit let-
ters
 for libel, length, taste
 and clarity. 
Editorials,
 appearing in the 
upper  left corner of 
the page, are 
the  opinions of the 
Spartan
 Daily Edito-
rial 
Board.  
Weekly  columns 
and columns 
appearing  on a ro-
tating
 basis are 
written
 by Daily 
editors
 and reflect 
their 
individual 
opinions. 
Pieces
 labeled 
Viewpoint  are 
written  by Daily
 
staff  writers 
and
 are also 
opinions
 of the 
individual.  
The forum
 page will 
periodically  feature 
opinions 
written  by active 
members of 
the  university 
commu-
nity, 
and will appear
 under the 
heading
 Community
 
Perspective.
 
Daily Delivery
 
Oscar
 
Guerra 
Fireside chat 
As
 the president and 
the first lady sat in the 
Oval 
Office
 recently, they 
pondered 
their and the 
country's
 future. 
"Ronnie.  I'm 
really glad you got rid 
of Don. He 
was such a pain in 
the butt, don't you think,
 dear?" 
"That's not funny, Nancy." 
"I'm sorry, dear.
 I didn't mean it that way.
 But 
because of his neglect in this nasty
 Iran -Contra busi-
ness, you come off 
looking
 like a dottering old fool,
 
and I don't like it one hit." 
"That's 
O.K.  I forgive you. Or do I 
forgive him? 
Weeeeell, I suppose lean 
forgive  the both of you." 
"How 
can you forgive that . . that man!
 After 
those accusations he and Bob 
made  saying you ap-
proved the discussions
 continuing the arms sales to 
Iran." 
"But there was the possibility that  
I did approve 
them. Don told me so." 
"I don't care what he said. I don't believe him. 
And who are they to take 
advantage  of an old man 
anyway? I wish I were 
there  to protect you, to tell 
those fools off." 
"Nancy.
 I just didn't know what to do. They 
were both 
there,  Don and Bob, and they were telling 
me about this negotiation
 business. It sounded great at 
the time." 
"So you told them to go right 
ahead  with it?" 
"Weeeeell, to 
tell
 you the truth, I really can't re-
call saying that." 
"Ron! Come on! This is Nancy-poo,
 remem-
ber?"
 
"Yeah. Yeah!
 I remember you 
now." 
"Good. Now, where 
were  we?" 
"I forgot." 
"It's
 not important now. The 
best thing for us is 
to move ahead and 
look  forward." 
"Are 
we
 going to bed now?" 
"It's 8:30 in the morning." 
"Is that why I 
have
 my pj's on?" 
"Yes dear. Now, lei's talk about who we are 
going to replace 
Don with." 
"Don 
who?" 
"Don Regan! Remember,  your ex -chief of 
staff" 
"What happened to 
him'?"
 
"I
 fired him, 
remember'?"  
"Oh, yeah. 
But I can't recall why."
 
"Well, let's just say he had no phone etiquette. 
Anyway.
 I've 
recommended  either Charles or James 
to replace Don,
 and I'm sure you'll 
agree."
 
"Who?"
 
"Charles 
Price, our ambassador to Britain, or 
James 
Baker,
 your last chief of staff, 
remember?"
 
"Give me a minute, Nancy. . . it's com-
ing. . . now I remember. yes! Weeeeell,I think they
 
are both
 qualified 
for the position."
 
- "I'm
 glad you agree, dear. I'll call 
Caspar as 
soon as we are done with 
our  strained peaches and oat-
meal. Now that that 
is
 settled, I wanted to talk to you
 
about 
something  else." 
"Can it wait 
until  tomorrow? I'm exhausted." 
"It shouldn't take too long, dear. This issue of 
controlling  arms." 
"I think I control my arms fine, Nancy. Don't 
you?" 
"Not your arms, dear. Weapons, guns, missiles. 
I think we should try to work with the Soviets in walk-
ing out a way of reducing arms." 
"REDUCE ARMS?'?? No chance in hell,
 Nancy. 
I will not risk the security of this country over a few 
hundred nuclear weapons. 
Besides,  Caspar and Haig 
were 
against  it, too. They told me so." 
"Are you going to believe those war -mongers? I 
think it is much more in your interests to work 
with  the 
Soviets, or at 
least  give that impression, so people can 
start having 
faith in you again." 
Just 
then, the first lady's press secretary 
came
 in. 
"Good  morning, 
Mr.
 President. Nancy,
 How-
ard Baker
 is on
 
the 
phone." 
Oscar  
Guerra
 is an 
associate  
editor
 of the 
Spartan Daily 
and 
voted  for 
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Reagan
 
acknowledges
 
Iran
-Contra
 
mistakes
 
'There
 
were 
reasons
 . 
. . 
but  
no 
excuses'
 
Daily stall 
and wire 
reports
 
President 
Reagan accepted blame 
for the Iran
-Contra  arms 
affair
 in a na-
tionally  
televised
 speech
 Wednesday.
 
"I take 
full responsibility for my 
own actions and 
those of my own ad-
ministration,"
 Reagan 
said. "This 
happened
 on my 
watch." 
In 
the 14 -minute speech 
from  the 
Oval 
Office  in 
Washington.
 Reagan 
outlined his plan 
for salvaging his ad-
ministration,
 answering
 criticism in 
last 
week's  Tower 
report  of his 
de-
tached
 
management
 
style.
 
"There were 
reasons
 for why it 
happened hut
 no excuses,"
 he said. 
''It was 
a mistake."
 
He said he 
didn't  ask his aides 
enough questions 
about the specifics 
of the 
arms sale to Iran, 
hut insisted he 
did not know about 
the alleged diver-
sion of profits 
to the 
Contra  rebels
 in 
Nicaragua.
 
"What 
began  as a 
strategic  open-
ing to 
Iran deterioriated
 in its 
imple-
mentation 
into
 trading arms for 
hos-
tages," Reagan 
said. "This runs 
counter to my 
beliefs, to administra-
tion 
policy  and to the 
original strategy
 
we 
had in mind." 
The president 
said his hands-off 
approach was 
successful  in eight years 
as 
governor  of 
California  and six 
years  
.is 
president.
 He said the 
system  gener-
ally brings out the 
hest in people hut 
was  not successful with the 
National 
Security 
Council.  
"When it comes to managing 
the  
NSC staff, 
let's  face it, my style didn't 
match its 
previous track record." 
Rea-
gan said. 
Reagan said accurate records 
Daily he 
photo 
Will lam 
Webster  as 
CIA  director 
ould
 help put his 
administration
 
hack  
in
 
course.
 
He did not mention
 by name any 
()I 
the 
key players in the Iran -Contra 
affair,  including
 former national 
secu-
rity 
advisers
 John 
Poindexter  and 
Rob-
ert McFarlane 
or
 fired NSC aide Oli-
ver 
North.
 
Reagan said he found 
secret
 hank 
accounts
 
and  diverted funds "person 
ally 
distasteful.'' 
The 
president  noted he has 
said 
previously he 
did  not trade weapons 
for 
hostages.
 
'My  heart and my best intentions 
still tell me that 
is true, hut the facts 
President Reagan in a local 
1984 and the evidence tell me it 
is
 
not,' 
campaign
 appearance. 
Reagan said,
 
were 
not kept regarding the
 arms ini-
tiative. 
'This  led to my 
failure
 to recol-
lect 
whether I approved an arms ship-
ment before or after the fact,''
 he said. 
"I did approve it. I just can't say 
spe-
cifically when." 
The president said he would 
go 
beyond the 
recommendations  of the 
commission.  prohibiting National 
Se-
curity 
Council
 participation in covert 
activities. 
"There'll be no 
more freelancing 
by individuals when it 
comes
 to our
 
national 
security." Reagan said. 
The president ordered a review of 
secret activities undertaken by the 
NSC. 
Reagan also 
said the recent ap-
pointment of former Senate Majority. 
Leader Howard Baker as his chief of 
staff and nomination of FRI Director 
The 
address
 marked 
Reagan  , 
first
 detailed response 
to the Tower 
commission's
 
criticism.  
The speech
 was widely 
believed 
to he a 
crucial
 step in the
 White House
 
drive to 
repair 
political  damage
 caused 
by
 the 
affair. Two 
earlier  speeches
 
failed 
to end the 
controversy  
or
 halt the 
drop
 in Reagan's
 popularity
 in the 
polls.  
He had not 
previously  
acknowl-
edged he had 
made mistakes
 in hand-
ling 
the  Iran 
initiative.
 He had 
been 
urged 
by 
Republicans
 and 
Democrats  
to 
make  such 
a statement.
 
"I've paid a 
price  for my silence 
in terms of your trust and confi-
dence," Reagan said in response to 
criticism
 he has not said much about 
the affair in the past three months. 
"But I have had to wait,  as have
 
you, for the complete story  ." he said. 
Industrial
 design  
students  
show  
art 
By Julie Laffrenzen
 
Daily stall writer 
Not all students work with oils 
and canvas. Industrial design students 
held their 
firs( 
art  show this week, 
showing that functional art can also be 
attractive. 
Tuesday's 
show
 had a wide as-
sortment of automobiles,  imaginary 
and real, in the yansportation design 
category. Several Porsches 
were 
shown in detail, as 
well as futuristic 
cars which 
resembled spaceships,
 
high-tech golf carts
 and fish. 
The product 
design
 section in-
cluded salt 
and  pepper shakers and 
tools.  
All artwork was rendered 
on 
white art paper of 
varying  weights and 
artists
 used pen and ink, oil pastels and 
watercolors 
in
 creating their drawings. 
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Ey el) ii King and -I. om Shoda_  
coordinators of the
 event. are indus-
trial design 
student  undergraduates and 
members of the Industrial 
Designers  
Society
 of America's student chapter. 
The society
 was a 
co-sponsor 
of 
the show, 
along  
with 
the students 
who  
organized
 and contributed their work. 
Industrial design 
student,  take art 
classes until they 
are  reviewed by the 
department, at which 
time
 they can de-
clare it as a 
major.  
The 
students choose one of two 
concentrations.
 transportation design 
and product design.
 King said. 
Industrial design
 students create 
technical drawings for the purpose of 
building a 
transportation
 
vehicle
 or 
product. 
Drawings for transportation de-
sign, 
visualization,  industrial 
design 
loundation, presentation method and
 
architectural perspective were all 
shown. 
Though the
 
society has 
been
 on 
campus for several years. it has only 
been this semester that the group
 
has
 
been recognized
 by Associated Stu. 
dents. said John Lai, vice-chairman oi 
SJSU's chapter. 
"We're hoping this will be a 
bi-
weekly event," he said. 
Receptions were also held for 
four student exhibits Tuesday night. 
These exhibits, ,which opened 
Monday, 
will  run through Friday. Un-
like students majoring in Industrial 
Design, exhibits are required for Fine 
Art majors before they can graduate. 
said 
Andy  Ostheimer, exhibitions and 
special projects coordinator for the Art 
Department. 
Spartaguide 
A.S. Leisure Sery ices is holding 
sign-ups for 
wardrobe  coordination
 
from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. today and 
tomorrow 
at the A.S. 
Business  office. 
Call Brian 
Burke at 277-2858 for 
in-
lormation
 
  
. 
GALA is meeting 
from  11:30 
a.m. to 
1:30  p.m. today in 
the Admin-
istration Building
 at counseling serv-
ices on 
the  second floor. 
Call  Steven at 
293-4630
 for 
information.
 
   
SJSU Choraliers are staging a re-
cital  hour from 12:30 to 1:30 
p.m. 
today in the 
Music Building 
music 
hall. Call Dr. 
Archibeque
 at 277-2923 
(or 
information.
 
   
Student Health Services is show-
ing a breast 
self-examination
 film at I 
p.m. today at Student Health 
Services.
 
Room 
208.  Call Oscar Battle or Eu-
nice Solis at 277-3622 for information. 
   
Career Planning and 
Placement 
Center  is holding a resume 
writing 
workshop at 2 p.m.
 today in Engi-
neering Building. Room 327. 
   
SJSU Swim Club 
meets  from 
1:45 to 4:45 p.m.
 today at the 
men's  
gym pool in Spartan Complex,
 Room 
20.
 
   
Department of Math and Com-
puter 
Science is 
holding
 a lecture at 
4 
p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall, Room 
324. Call Marilyn at 277-2411 for in-
formation. 
   
Department of Foreign Language 
is showing
 the Chinese film "The 
Water Country" at 4 p.m. today in 
Sweeney Hall. Room 315 and the 
French film "Edith at Marcel" at 4 
p.m. today in Sweeney Hall. Room 
345. Call Prof. Peter Collins at 277 
2576 or 277-3631 for information. 
The 
Physics Department
 is hold-
ing a seminar 
"Liquid  Crystals and 
their  Optical Properties" 
at
 4 p.m. 
today in the 
Science  Building, Room 
258. 
Call  Carel Boekema
 at 277-9288 
for information. 
 
  
The Chicane Alliance is sponsor-
ing the play "Amor
 y Dolore" from 7 
to 8:30 p.m. today in Sweeney 
Hall.  
Room 100. 
Call Elaine Alvarado at 
277-3106 for information. 
   
SJSU Tae 
Kwon  Do practices at 7 
p.m.
 today in the Spartan
 Complex. 
Room 75. 
Call Mr. Choi at 
258-9800 
for 
information. 
   
SJSU 
Karate 
Club  
meets
 for 
workouts  and 
new  
membership
 at 7:30
 
to 9 p.m. 
at Spartan 
Complex,  Room 
89. 
Call
 Byron Chew 
at 
926-8031
 tor 
information. 
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Civilian
 spy gets 
life
 
sentence
 
WASHINGTON
 
(API
 Former 
civilian Navy in-
telligence analyst Jonathan Jay Pollard was sentenced 
Wednesday to life in 
prison
 for selling Israel hundreds of 
secret U.S. military documents in 
what
 prosecutors 
termed one of the nation's worst spy cases. 
"No,
 no." screamed his wife. Anne
 Henderson
-
Pollard, and she collapsed to the floor after U S District 
Judge Aubrey Robinson 
announced the life term tor her 
husband.
 
His wife, 26, received a five-year pnson term for 
conspiring to receive 
embezzled
 government property 
and being an accessory after the fact to 
possession of de-
fense secrets. 
In pleading for the court to grant his wife 
leniency.
 
Pollard. 32, said: "Unfortunately I sacrificed her, inad-
vertently,  but the end result is here on the altar
 of politi-
cal ideology."
 
U.S. Attorney Joseph
 diGenova said of Pollard. 
"It's highly unlikely he will ever see the light of day." 
Pollard's defense 
attorney, Richard Hihey. said. 
"There is no evidence that any information that Mr. Pol-
lard gave to Israel was given to the enemies of the United 
States."  
Pollard pleaded guilty last June 4 to espionage 
charges for selling top-secret military intelligence that 
included
 
satellite  photos, data 
on Soviet 
weaponry  and 
ship movements. 
Pollard. who has cooperated in the investigation 
that resulted in Tuesday's espionage indictment of Israeli 
air force officer Aviem Sella. tried to portray himsell as 
a loyal American who was helping Israel's self-defense 
Judge bans 'secular' 
texts  
MOBILE, Ala. (API  A federal judge Wednes-
day banned
 31 textbooks from virtually all Alabama 
public school classrooms,  saying  they illegally 
promoted  
"the religion of secular humanism." 
U.S.  District Judge W. Brevard Hand said in a 
172. 
page ruling that the use of the textbooks by the 
state  vio-
lates the 
U.S.  Constitution's prohibition against govern-
ment establishment of 
a religion. 
The decision came in a class-action lawsuit filed 
by
 
MO parents and teachers,  sponsored in pan by conserva-
tive fundamentalists, who challenged the use of the 
text-
books in Alabama public schools. 
According 
to
 
fundamentalists. secular humanism is 
the 
elevation
 
of
 transient human
 v alues 
over  eternal  
spir-
itual values,  and
 secular humanist, belies e that humans 
can 
handle 
their own affairs
 w ithout divine 
intervention.  
The judge's
 ruling went against 17 social studies
 
textbooks,  nine history texts 
and
 six home economics 
hooks, most 
for use in elementary grades. 
The parents and teachers had argued 
Judeo-Chris-
tian teachings were 
not  tolerated in classrooms: secular 
humanism
 was. They said this amounted to 
discrimina-
tion against Christians and
 the overlooking of facts about 
U.S. history 
and  morals. 
Opponents of the textbook review contended that 
the  suit 
Bin
 an attempt to 
re-establish the teaching (il 
Christianity  in Alabama's 
public
 schools 
Demos pan 
Duke's  budget 
SACRAMENTO (API 
Democratic legislator, 
attacked 
Gov. George Deukmejian'. 
proposed  839.1
 bil-
lion budget as 
uncaring  and illegal Wednesday as the 
legislature formally began what its 
fiscal  expert said will 
he a difficult budget
 year 
Legislative Analyst Elizabeth
 Hill told legislators 
that 
the Republican governor's proposed spending
 plan 
relies on passage
 of separate hills, many of them contro-
versial, that would save 
5825
 million. 
"For a second year in a row,  you are faced with a 
budget that needs work:
 in tact. needs a lot ot work,"
 
Hill
 said. "Until the administration ties the
 loose ends ol 
its spending plan,
 your task of setting legislative priori 
ties will he even more difficult... 
The 
Democrats
 on the two 
committees
 criticized 
Lkukniejian's budget for those separate hills. most 01 
which they 
oppose,
 and 
for cuts he proposes
 in 
health  
and school programs. Republican lawmakers defended 
the 
governor and said Democrats
 must 
choose  
other  pro-
grams to he cut. 
The presentation
 by Hill and Deukmejian Finance 
Director  
Jesse Huff Was the formal beginning  of the
 1 
islature's deliberations on the
 budget 
(iii
 \ rdr 
that begins 
July
 1 
Price tag set on Calif.
 coast 
WASHINGTON (API The animals,  birds, fish 
and 
other  
wildlife  
of the central and northern California
 
coasts could he worth 8142 trillion
 to  
8362  
trillion.  
according to a study by a 'irginia consulting firm. 
In addition, the study said the recreational opportu-
nities. clean air and 
commercial  fishing of the coasts was 
worth 82.5 billion to 83.1 billion per year. 
The study by Richard T. Tinney & Associates 
oi 
Arlington. Va.,  was distributed
 at a news conference 
Wednesday by members of the Calitnrnia  
congressional 
delegation.
 The members .were filing critical comment, 
with the Interior Department on the
 department's drali 
plan to open some federal waters off central and northern 
California
 to oil and gas
 exploration
 
The Tinney study examined a wide 
variety  of pee 
vious studies attempting to put a dollar value on partic-
ular parts of the natural environment 
For instance.
 several dint:rent
 cetaceans
 a 
class
 
of marine mammal, that includes dolphins
 and 
whales  
were estimated 
to
 cost $9.900 
each,  based on 
what
 a pnilessional 
hunter
 
would  charge to provide one. 
By 
the same approach. if there are 7.952 orga-
nisms 
mostly worms 
per 
square  
meter  
ol 
average  
ocean
 bottom near San Francisco. as one study con-
cluded. and if that square meter
 is representative of the 
45.48  billion square meters in question, and if a 
marine
 
supply house would charge 
SI
 per specimen.  the value 
of 
all the bottom -dwelling 
organisms  is 8362 
trillion.  
The study 
used what
 its 
authors  said were 
results
 
I ruin other areas where California data were lacking 
Alternative
 film series 
begins
 
By 
Judith  Faught 
Daily 
staff 
writer  
The 
movie 
"Repo  Man 
 
will 
kick 
off  the 
Thursday
 Night 
film
 series 
at
 9 p.m. 
tonight
 in Morris
 Dailey Au-
ditorium. 
The 
program 
hoard  has 
sponsored  
the 
popular  
Wednesday  
Night  Cine-
mas 
on 
campus
 for 
several  
semesters  
The 
Thursday 
night 
film  
series  
will
 
offer 
movies  that 
are  directed 
toward a 
smaller 
segment  of 
the student 
popula-
tion, 
said
 Jason 
Challas. 
program 
board film 
chairman.
 
"We 
wanted
 to 
diversify  the 
in-
terests  a 
little
 bit," said
 Challas. 
"Hopefully,
 this will 
lead to a 
regular
 film 
series.  Not 
necessarily 
on 
Thursdays.
 hut a 
second  night 
of mov-
ies." 
Challas 
said. 
"It's 
an experiment,
 and if 
it 
works then we'll he able to 
expand
 
our 
ilin course ()Hennes as 
well  as out 
film offerings.
 " said Stanley
 Baran. 
Theater Arts 
Department  chairman. 
"Our goal is not to fill the house 
every night but to show 
there's interest 
in special films." he 
said.  
Baran said
 he just wants to break
 
even. 
Ultimately 
the  decision on 
w healer  to continue the series through 
next semester will be made
 by
 
Baran.
 
and next semester's 
film chairman. 
"Basically. if 
we have a good 
showing, 
then
 it will happen.- (-hal Lis
 
said. 
Other movies that will be ollered 
through the Thursday night film series 
this semester include 
the Who's "Qua-
draphenia.  Pink Floyd's "The 
Wall." and 
Frank Zappa's 
"200
 
Mo 
tel. " 
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1987/Spartan
 Daily 
John B Lawrence  Daily 
staff  photographer 
SJS111 
guard  
Ricky  
Berry 
slams 
one  
home
 
against  Pa-
 contest. 
Berry  is questionable
 
for 
today's  
11 AA tour-
eine on 
Feb. 28 
in 
the  Spartans' final 
regular -season
 
nament game with New 
Mexico 
State in 1ms Angeles. 
Spartans
 
to 
battle 
Aggies
 
in 
PCAA
 
tourney
 
opener  
By David Barry 
Daily staff writer 
Forgive
 the SJSU 
basketball  team 
for being both 
excited and 
apprehen-
sive 
about facing 
New  Mexico State
 in 
today's
 2 p.m. 
PCAA  tournament
 
opener. 
In its two 
previous
 encounters  
Basketball  
this season with the 
Aggies.  the SJSU 
basketball team has shown
 
its worst 
side and its 
best side. 
On Jan. 5 
at the Civic 
Audito-
rium,
 SJSU, which 
finished the regu-
lar season
 at 14-13 overall and 10-8 
in 
PCAA play, shot 
a season -high 55.8 
percent from the lield en route 
to a 79-
62 victory 
over  the 
Aggies.  
But on Jan. 
24 at the Pan 
Ameri-
can Center on the New 
Mexico State 
campus. SJSU showed the inconsis-
tency which has plagued it 
on
 the road 
all 
year.  
In the 
contest,  SJSU shot 
only  24 
percent from the field 
in the lirst half 
and ended up losing 72-43.  
The 
big difference was, of 
course, 
the shooting. The team knows 
it. Head coach 
Bill  Berry knows it 
Another  difference 
was  the de-
fense played on Kenny Travis.
 In the 
initial game, SJSU held the high -fly-
ing 
Travis to just 10 points.
 But at 
New Mexico, Travis erupted for 
25 
points to lead the onslaught. 
"I thought the first time we did a 
gixxl 
Job 
inside
 on
 
Trio 
is.
 
Berry
 
said.
 
"We're  
going to haw to 
do 
it 
again." 
Yet  another
 difference
 was 
the  
speed of 
the  two 
games.  In 
SJSU's  
victory,  the 
Spartans 
were
 able to 
con-
trol 
the pace.
 But in 
the  next 
meeting  
between
 the two 
teams, New
 Mexico 
State  pushed 
the hall 
upcourt  and 
ran 
continuously  
on the Spartans. 
"We
 
have to play
 our own tempo 
and 
establish 
our
 of
 Berry 
said. 
The Spartans'
 hope of 
advancing  
will  also 
rest
 on their 
inside 
game.  
'We're
 excited about 
the tournament, it's 
always a big 
event.  
We'll just have 
to
 play 
fundamental 
basketball.' 
 Bill Berry. 
SJISI: basketball coach 
Berry is well aware that the per-
formances
 of Reggie Owens,
 Gerald
 
Thomas
 and Dietrich Waters could 
hold the key
 to moving 
on
 to Friday 
night's semifinal. 
"We're going to 
have  to get the 
good shot,
 and not attempt so 
many 
20
-footers. We 
want to get 
the  hall in -
League
 
tourneys
 
open
 
(AP) 
-- 
Temple's
 
Owls
 are not 
Gonigle  Hall,
 where the 
home  team 
looking
 for
 
retribution,
 simply trying had won 33 straight
 
games.
 
to get 
ready 
for the 
NCAA 
tourna-
ment.  
The  No. 8 
team
 in the 
country
 
will play 
West 
Virginia  
tonight  at 
Phil.  
adelphia
 in 
the 
championship  game ol 
the 
Atlantic  10 
Conference
 
tourna-
ment,
 one
 of 
several
 
conference  
tour.  
nays
 that 
will  
open
 or 
continue  
today  
Division  I 
conference  
champions
 
earn 
automatic
 
berths
 in 
the  
NCAA's
 
641 -team 
postseason
 
basketball tourna-
ment. 
"We're
 looking 
at it as a 
game 
against
 a team we've 
never  seen be-
fore, as far as Fin 
concerned," said
 
Temple  coach 
John
 Chaney in 
denying  
there is any "get 
even"  aspect to the 
meeting. 
"I think we're 
looking  at the 
tact that 
as
 we approach 
the NCAAs. 
that we go into 
the NCAAs with a win-
ning note" 
Other  tournaments
 today 
include  
the Rig FILM.
 the
 Pac-10, 
the 
Big Sky. 
Temple.
 
17-1,
 is a 
cinch 
for a 
ECAC.
 
North 
Atlantic
 
Conference,  
tournament
 
berth,  win 
or 
lose  tonight.  
Mid
-American.  
Association  of Mid. 
TheMountaineers.
 21-6, could find 
Continent
 Universities, 
Mid-F:astern
 
themselves
 
on the 
outside  
looking in 
if 
Athletic 
Conference.  
Southeastern  
they
 lose 
the 
title.
 
Conference.
 
Southwestern
 Athletic
 
The Owls'
 
long loss was 
adminis- 
Conference.  Trans
-American 
Athletic 
mend
 
thin 
week 
by 
West
 
Virginia,  64-
 
Conference
 
and  the 
Western
 Athletic 
61.
 
on 
the 
nine 
floor. 
Temple's 
Mc-
 
Conference
 
side."
 
However,  the 
threesome  
has
 
been
 
up and 
down all year and 
Thorns 
still feeling the
 effects of a wrist 
that 
kept
 hint out of the team's
 final 
two games. 
One player who 
Berry  
ma,
 
fic 
looking
 to to carry 
more  of a 
load,
 
is 
Jan Svohotla. In the 
last two games. 
the 6-8 freshman 
has been a force 
Against Pacific, Svohoda
 scored eight 
key points. 
Berry will 
also  he looking  
for bal-
anced scoring from his 
team. Through-
out this season. 
the Spartans have been 
consistently
 led by George
 Puou and 
Ricky Berry. In 
Saturday
 night's vic-
tory over 
Pacific, the Spartans did 
show signs of ending 
this  trend, as 
Berry
 scored 17. 
Puou 14, Bobby
 
Evans 15 and
 Owens 12. 
lithe Spartans
 hope to 
advance  to 
Friday 
night's semifinal.
 Coach 
Berry will need 
to receive the 
inside  
play, the 
balanced  scoring
 and pa 
tience
 from his squad.
 
Playing in 
the 
"Fabulous
 ' 
Forum can also have its effects. 
"We're
 excited 
about  the 
tourna-
ment, it's 
always
 a big event. 
We'll  
just
 have to play fundamental
 basket-
ball,'' Berry said. 
If the Spartans advance 
to Friday 
night's semifinal, they
 will play Santa 
Barbara if the 
Gauchos heat Utah 
State.
 However, 
if UCSR 
loses.
 SJSU 
will play the winner
 of the Fullerton 
State -Irvine 
game.  unless 
UNLV 
loses.  
UNLV
 huge
 
favorite
 
in 
PCAA
 
tournament
 
SJSU, 
Irvine,
 Fullerton 
could
 
contend
 
By David Barry 
Daily 
staff writer 
Roll  out the red
 carpet. 
Hire the musicians. 
Shine 
up
 the crown. 
For if things go according to plan, 
UNLV will be 
comneted  this weekend 
as PCAA basketball champions. 
With  an 
overall record 
of
 30-1 
and a PCAA record of 18-0, the Run-
nin' Rebels seem like the only legiti-
Basketball 
Analysis
 
mate choice to capture the three-day 
PCAA tournament, which begins this 
afternoon at the Forum in Inglewood. 
But to pick UNLV to walk away 
with the tourney would make too much 
sense. And in 
this year's wild and 
wacky version of PCAA basketball, 
nothing 
has
 made sense. 
Consider the following: 
IFullenon State, which was 
sup-
posed 
to contend for the league's No. I 
position,  had to struggle with a 9-9 re-
cord to even make the 
tournament. 
Once ranked No. 19 in the nation, the 
Titans downfall appears to be linked to 
an incident that happened two months 
ago. 
Following a 58-55 loss to 
host Pa-
cific on Jan. 5, Titan coach
 George 
McQuarn put his team immediately 
back on 
the bus for a return trip to Ful-
lerton. Upon arrival at 4:30 
a.m.. Mc-
Quam put his team on the court for 
practice. But it obviously didn't help.
 
With  McQuam and several team mem-
bers soon struck by 
the flu, Fullerton 
State embarked on a five game
 losing 
streak. 
And while they have managed to 
run
 off an 8-4 record since then, they 
obviously have not been the same club 
they were earlier in the year. 
, Long 
Beach  State, which was in 
second place at the time of its meeting 
on Jan. 31 with SJSU. 
has  also experi-
enced a tailspin. 
Since  that game, the 
49ers 
have only won two of 
their last 
10 contests. 
Morlon  Wiley, the team's 
leading scorer, 
was  suspended last 
week for 
threatening  an assistant 
coach. And on 
Monday,
 head coach 
Ron Palmer 
said
 he will resign at the 
end of this season. 
jresno 
State,
 which 
has  been a 
West  Coast power
 for the past five
 sea-
sons,  did not even 
make
 the tourna-
ment. The 
Bulldogs,  under the direc-
tion
 of first year coach 
Ron Adams,  
finished  
the year in last place
 at 3-14 in 
the PCAA and 8-20 
overall. But per-
haps the most 
shocking news is that 
Fresno State, in 12 attempts this
 year, 
did 
not win on 
the road. 
JUC-Irvine, which got off to a 
great start and was 
also expected to 
challenge 
UNLV,  suffered its prob-
lems mid -way through the
 season 
when senior guard Joe Buchanan went 
down with a viral infection. But since 
his return two weeks 
ago, the Anteat-
ers have 
been on their way up. 
,rUC-Santa  Barbara, which has 
not had a 
winning season in five
 years. 
used a young team to 
grab the second 
seed 
in
 the tournament, hut saw their 
momentum halted 
on
 Monday night 
with a loss to 
Fresno State. 
.."Utah State was also not 
ex-
pected to reach post
-season
 competi-
tion after losing star guard Greg Grant 
to graduation. But using a young team
 
that features 
high -scoring guards 
Kevin Nixon and Reid Newey, 
it came 
on strong, finishing seventh. 
.'New Mexico State has also 
been
 
consistent, hut 
gets the award for the 
most humiliating defeat of the season. 
Playing UNLV at home 
on Feb. 21 be-
fore a regional
 television audience, the 
Aggies ended up losing by 
11
 points 
after 
leading
 by 19 at halftime. Things 
like 
this  aren't suppose to 
happen.
 
w'SJSU, 
which  was expected to 
have a better
 overall record than its 
14 -
Ii
 mark, has 
also
 had some strange 
moments.  For instance, on at 
least 
three
 occasions this year. the 
Spartans  
have started games
 by shooting 25 per-
cent from 
the field. At Utah State 
on
 
Feb. 14, SJSU 
compounded  its poor 
shooting by committing
 a PCAA re-
cord 42 fouls. In itself, SJSU's season
 
has not made 
sense.  
Net perhaps the
 most bizarre 
statistic 
that has come 
out of the 
PCAA this year is 
the  one that docu-
ments the 
road records of 
teams. Out-
side of UNLV.
 not one of the other 
nine 
teams has a winning 
record away 
from home. 
So
 as
 
you can see, the PCAA has 
been anything hut a normal
 basketball 
league. And for
 this reason, it is possi-
hie that 
UNLV  could 
he beaten. 
But it 
will take
 a lot to 
accomplish
 that feat.
 
For starters,  
the 
team
 that pulls it 
off  will have 
to stop 
Freddie  
Banks'
 
outside
 shooting and 
Armon Gilliam's
 
inside shooting. In 
UNLV's
 83-74 vic-
tory over host 
SJSU 
on Feb. 
7. the 
twosome  was 
devastating.
 Banks 
ended up with 
33
 points while Gilliam 
added 
22 points. 
Teams that 
are  thinking upset 
will 
have to force 
point -guard Mark
 Wade 
to shoot 
from
 the outside. As a 
passer,  
Wade
 is incredible. 
But  as a shooter, 
he has his problems.
 Against SJSU, he 
only
 attempted  
three  
shots. 
In addition,  the
 team that heats 
UNLV 
will have to play a full 
40 min-
utes. SJSU, which led 
the Runnin' Re-
bels twice 
with  under five 
minutes
 left, 
and New 
Mexico  State, for 
obvious  
reasons,  know this 
all
 too well. 
"Teams have
 to play fundamen-
tal basketball for the 
whole  game," 
SJSU coach Bill 
Berry  said. "But 
even then it's going 
lobe
 
difficult."
 
But the biggest
 key may be just 
stopping
 UNLV 's renowned 
fast 
break. Time after time,
 they have de-
stroyed 
teams with their uptempo 
style.  
So
 taking this into consideration. 
who has the hest hope of 
stealing 
UNLV's crown? 
Fullerton State, for several rea-
sons, has a good chance. In addition to 
being a very athletic team, they play a 
slow deliberate game. 
Further,  the Ti-
tans, who open first -round play against 
UC-Irvine. are a very good defensive 
team. They did one
 of the better jobs 
on SJSU's Ricky Berry this season. 
SJSU also has potential. It's 
come on in the last week with three 
fine performances. In addition, it will 
be playing in a neutral setting rather 
than a truly hostile
 environment. 
The Spartans also have experi-
ence. They start two seniors and three 
juniors. They feature a line 
defensive  
team and can slow the pace down also. 
UC-Irvine is also a possibility.
 
With the return of Buchanan and the 
consistent three-point 
shooting of 
Scott Brooks, the Anteaters have the
 
ability to defeat 
UNLV.  
But if these 
three teams don't 
reach Saturday night's 
final,  then look 
for UNLV to 
leave the Forum with 
the 
title "King." 
Berry might 
miss  
game
 today 
The 
SJSU
 basketball
 team began its season without 
Ricky Berry  now it may end it without him. 
As
 of Tuesday. Berry. who missed the first three 
games of the season recovering
 from September knee 
surgery, 
was suffering from the flu. 
Berry. who finished
 as SJSU's leading scorer this 
season with an average of 19.8 
points  per game, did not 
practice on Monday or Tuesday. 
"You know it's serious when Ricky doesn't prac-
tice," 
SJSU  coach Bill Berry said. "He's been laid up in 
bed, but he did feel better today 
(Tuesday).  
The Spartan guard was coming off one of his most 
productive
 weeks of 
the  
season.  
In a 49-48 victory 
over Fresno State
 on Feb. 23, 
Berry  scored 17 points.
 On the 26th. Berry 
scored 27 
points in a 81-73 win 
over  Utah State and on 
Feb.
 28, he 
scored 
17
 points in SJSU's 70-65 
win over Pacific. 
In doing so, 
he was named 
PCAA
 player of the 
week. 
When
 the Spartans 
were  without Berry 
earlier in the 
year.
 they came through 
with victories over USC
 and 
Stanford. 
But  they have become 
accustomed  to his pres 
ence. 
In the 24 games that 
he
 has played. Berry has 
heen 
the leading scorer
 19 times. 
"We hope
 he's well," 
Coach Berry 
said. 
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Spartans
 
capture
 
Sac
 
State
 
tourney  
B) 
John
 
Bagley
 
Daily 
stall
 woter 
SJSU's
 men's
 
got'
 team 
won 
the 
Sacramento
 State 
Invitational
 
Monday  
with
 a 54
-hole 
score  of 
909. 
The  Spar-
tans 
won  by 
10 shots
 over
 18 
other  
teams,
 
including  
the host
 Hornets.
 
The 
Spartans'
 Drew 
Ham 
tied  for 
third place 
overall
 
with a 
score  
of 225. 
In addition. 
SJSU's 
John  
Kennaday  
Golf 
and Keir 
Smith 
both shot
 229 and
 
Barry Evans 
shot
 a 243. 
SJSU 
golf
 coach 
Dick  Schwe-
finger 
said  he was 
pleased  with the 
team's  performance.
 
"We
 played on 
a difficult 
course," 
Schweninger  said. 
"We 
stayed  away from 
the high scores. 
All  
in all, we 
played 
consistent,
 solid 
golf." 
The Spartan 
victory was set up by 
the teams good performance in the sec-
ond round. Although the teams top 
golfers Kier Smith and John Kennaday 
posted  rounds of 77 and 78 respec-
tively, freshman golfer Barry Evans 
burst out of the pack with a second 
round of 70. According to Schwe-
ninger. Evans' performance 
in Sacra-
mento was a major key in the Spartan 
victory. 
"In the first round Barry shot a 
91 which really hurt the team," 
Schweninger said. "His 70 in the sec-
ond round was just amazing. Improv-
ing 21 shots in one
 day in this sport is 
unheard
 of." 
In the first round Evans had three -
putted four 
times  en route to his 91. In 
the second round 
he started out on the 
same 
track.-
 three -putting
 on the first 
three greens. However,
 after the slow 
start, Evans
 rebounded 
with
 an amaz-
ing
 two eagles and 
three birdies. 
"Nobody
 else had an 
eagle  ( two 
shots below
 par on a 
particular  hole) in 
this 
tournament." 
Schweninger 
said. 
"Let alone
 two in one 
round.
 The way 
Barry  kept his 
composure  is incredi-
ble.  He is a 
great  asset to 
this
 team." 
The 19 -school 
tournament  was 
not
 as strong of a 
field as the 
Spartans  
are 
used
 to competing 
with. Generally 
they
 compete in 
24
-team tournaments
 
consisting  of many
 Top 20 
schools.
 
According
 to Schweninger,
 their only 
real threats were 
Nevada -Reno and 
Or-
egon. 
"This was not 
the  strongest field 
we have faced 
or will face," 
Schwe-
ninger
 said. "However,
 a win is a win 
and that's 
always  satisfying." 
This 
was  the first 
tournament  in 
which the golf team
 all played consis-
tently at 
the same time. 
Consistency  in 
golf is priceless, however.
 Schwe-
ninger feels 
his players must have 
more low
-scoring  rounds if they are
 to 
continue 
winning.  
"We didn't play great." 
Schwe-
ninger said. "We 
just all played well. 
A couple 
of players really have 
to have 
a hot hand if we 
are in continue win-
ning 
and compete in some 
of the 
tougher tournament
 fields we will face 
later this season." 
SJSU
 
tops
 
Titans,  
routed
 by 
UCLA
 
By Mark Foyer 
Daily staff writer 
The SJSU men's tennis team lost 
to 
UCLA  9-0 in a non-league match 
Tuesday.  
This was the 
second  match of a 
three -game 
road swing in Southern 
California for the Spartans (5-3).
 In 
their opening 
match  Monday, they 
Tennis
 
knocked off Fullerton State 6-3 in a 
PCAA
 
match. 
UCLA took control of the match 
Tuesday right from the start 
and never 
let the 
Spartans hack into contention 
"UCLA is one 
of the top two or 
three teams in the nation," SJSU 
men's tennis coach John Hubbell said. 
SJSU's No.1 seed Malcolm Allen 
lost his match 3-6, 5-7 to Brett Green-
wood. 
"Greenwood  is a senior All-
American for them," 
Hubbell
 said. 
"Malcolm  played tough against him." 
Second -seeded Tom Sheehan fell 
to Buff Farrow 2-6, 4-6. Number 
three  
Paul Carbone lost to Tim Triguiem
 1-
6, 1-6. The four 
through
 six seeds, 
Risto Moilanen, Gary Peralta and 
Mike Scadden, also lost 
their  matches. 
The SJSU 
No.1
 doubles team of 
Sheehan and
 Carbolic lost their 
first 
match of the year in 
straight sets to 
Patrick
 Galbrith and 
Brian  Garrow 2-
6, 3-6 
The UCLA match was a non-
league match, so it doesn't
 count 
against the Spartans in the 
PCAA  
standings. 
The Fullerton State 
match was a 
league match on the other hand and the 
6-3 win gives the Spartans
 a 2-I) record 
in PCAA action. 
Allen and Sheehan won their 
matches in straight sets. with Moila-
nen claiming a straight set victory in 
his first match as the 
No.4 seed. 
"Risto has played very well for 
us," Hubbell said. "He has improved 
a great deal since the start of the sea-
son."  
Straight set wins in doubles from 
Carbone and Sheehan and Allen and 
Moilanen clinched the win for the 
Spartans.  
"It's good to get a league win, 
especially on the road," Hubbell said. 
"Everyone played a solid game." 
Wednesday, the Spartans were 
scheduled to close out their road swing 
in Southern California with a PCAA 
match against UC-Santa Barbara. 
Hubbell expected the match to he 
tough. 
"Santa Barbara could be the sur-
prise of the league," Hubbell said. 
"They upset UCLA last week, and 
that tells us how good they arc." 
The Spartans will play one more 
road match this week as they travel to 
Stanford Friday. The first time the two 
teams met, the Cardinal routed the 
Spartans  fi 
I 
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5.151 pitcher Gale 
Dean
 lets one 0% in  the first
 game of the Spar-
tans' doubleheader
 against Santa Clara 
Tuesday  night. 5.151 lost 
this
 game 4-2. 
hut  b   
Spartans  
play  a pair 
w 
Softball
 team
 
splits 
with
 
6-2 Spartans 
travel to 
San  Francisco today 
By John 
Bugle) 
Daily staff writer 
The SJSU softball team (6-2) split a double-
header with the University 
of Santa Clara Tuesday 
night, losing the first game 4-2 and regrouping in 
the second to crush the Broncos 7-2. 
However,  SJSU softball coach Kathy Strahan 
was not pleased with the two -game split. 
"In the' hr.! panic I don't know what weni 
Softball
 
wrong.  ' Strahan said. "We made many mistakes. 
They 
(SJSU) 
couldn't have played worse." 
In the first game the Spartans seemed to he 
out of sync. Despite the loss,  they out -hit the 
Broncos 11 to five, but stranded eight hatters. The 
key to the loss was defense. 
"Generally we always
 have a reliable de-
fense." Strahan said. "Tonight the only good
 
gloves
 were in the outfield." 
In 
the first game SJSU had a season -high 
four 
errors and didn't produce 
offensively  until the 
fourth  inning when shortstop Cami Pogue singled 
home Kim Green. 
At 
this  point, however, the score 
was 4-1. 
and the Spartans  could
 onk produce one more run. 
that one in the fifth inning. SJSU pitcher Gale 
Dean 13-11 absorbed the loss for the 
Spartans.  
In the second game, the 
Spartans made a 
complete turnaround. Strahan was so 
displeased  
with the team's performance in the first game that 
she made a major lineup change for the second. 
"I
 was so shocked with the way the team per-
formed in the first game, that in the second I put in 
those that wanted to play." Strahan said. "This is 
a crazy unpredictable game. I'm really glad the 
lineup change paid 
off."
 
Strahan had placed a different player at each 
position in the second game except for catcher and 
second base. Center fielder Lisa Ferrante. who has 
been the team's mainstay so far this season,
 also 
played 
in the second game. 
In the first game Ferrante was three for three, 
scoring one run. In the second game she really 
came to life, hitting the game -winning, inside -the -
park, three -run homer. The 
shot was hit deep into 
the right field corner. soaring over Bronco Linda 
Bergen's head. 
It was Ferrante's second home run in eight 
games. She attributes
 her recent success with the 
hat to  daily workouts. 
"1 workout three
 times a week because I have 
to.-
 She 
said. "I am one of the 
smaller
 players
 on 
Nancy Nadel  Daily stall photographer
 
ed back 
to
 grab the 
nightcap 7-2.
 The 
ith 1SF today in 
San Francisco, 
Santa Clara 
for pair
 with 
Dons  
this
 team. 
"Tonight they threw me a 
slow, high outside 
pitch,"
 Ferrante 
said. "They were playing me to 
pull the ball. so I just 
took
 it to the opposite field." 
Whatever Strahan said to the team after the 
first game loss was 
certainly effective. The Spar-
tans had 10 hits and scored runs in the first, fourth,  
and sixth innings. Pitcher Dawn 
Hilgenherg threw 
a three -hitter, improving her record to 3-1. 
Santa
 Clara had one threat of a rally in the top 
of the sixth inning with 
one out and the bases 
loaded. Bergen hit a chopper hack to the mound 
and Hilgenberg 
went
 to first with the play. Nancy 
Healy scored from third. 
The score was 4-2 and
 the 
thought 
at a possi-
ble Bronco sweep filled the stands. 
The 
Spartans,  however,  
bounced
 hack in the 
bottom of the inning, scoring three more insurance 
runs which deflated Santa 
Clara's sweep hopes. 
SJSU plays its next two games this afternoon 
against USE in San Francisco. Although the Spar-
tans swept USE last week at PAL Field. Strahan 
said they won't consider the Dons a pushover
 
team. 
"They are playing at home and 
that
 is always 
an adsantage Strahan said 
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Author
 
reveals
 her
 
writing  
techniques
 
By 
Deborah
 G. Gondola 
Daily 
man 
writer  
Author Dorothy
 Bryant spoke 
Tuesday
 
to a 
small  
audience 
about
 
writing
 and
 researching  
no,,els as 
pan of 
the 
activities
 
celebrating
 
Wo-
myn's 
Week 
at
 SJSU. 
Bryant's latest novel, "Confes-
sions of 
Madame
 
Psyche,"  follows 
the life of 
a heroine who suppons 
herself in the '30s 
and '40s when 
women
 weren't supposed 
to be 
strong. 
"Her hook 
'The  Kin of
 
Ala are
 
Waiting for
 You' is 
used
 in Wom-
en's Studies 
climes.
 A lot of her
 
other novels 
involve  women's is-
sues."
 
said  
Marge  Kitscher, Wom-
en's 
Center  co -coordinator.
 
" 'The Kin of Ata are Waiting 
For You'
 is a fantasy 
about  an island 
where people 
live according to their 
dreams."
 Bryant
 said. 
Womyn's 
Week  is organized
 
and presented to 
celebrate  the his-
tory of women.
 The Women's
 Cen-
ter organizes the
 event and arranges 
who 
will  speak. This 
year's
 theme is 
"The Emerging Woman:
 Choices 
and 
Challenges."  
Unlike the schedule,
 which 
stated Bryant's topic was
 how 
women write and raise families, she 
Focused on het work. 
"The reason I'm not 
speaking 
on the scheduled 
topic is it gives the 
feeling I 
have the 
answers,"
 she 
said. 
"I don't know
 that there is 
an 
answer, I 
can  only offer 
courage  and 
sympathy."
 
The 
novel is the 
20th century 
re -telling of the
 myth of Psyche
 and 
Eros. In 
the myth, Psyche
 has to win 
hack  Eros' 
love  by 
performing
 
tasks. 
Half Chinese
 and half 
Cauca-
sian,
 
Mel-li Murrow is an 
"extraor-
dinary and brilliant
 woman" who 
maintains her independence
 despite 
many 
*ha's during the crash 
of the 
'30s.
 
Writers who develop
 novels 
based on 
historical  facts need 
to 
learn 
how  to incorporate
 interviews 
and 
information 
with  the plot of 
the 
Author 
Dorothy
 Bryant speaks to a 
Student Union crowd 
yesterday as 
part of 
Womyn's  Week. Bryant, whose 
"The
 Kin of Ala are Waiting 
hook,
 Bryan( said. 
"My
 feeling is you 
should 
write about 
things
 which are 
real
 hut 
don't 
constrict  yourself," 
she said. 
Do
 research and 
have
 someone 
with  knowledge 
of the information
 
check 
it. Bryant saki.
 
Since 
Bryant  was horn 
to
 Ital-
ian 
immigrant 
parents
 who worked 
in 
the  canneries, 
her knowledge
 
about
 the Bay 
Area  during 
the pe-
riod was from 
personal 
sources
 and 
research,  she 
said.  
One 
discovery she 
made  was a 
strike
 which 
occurred
 in San Jose
 at 
the
 end 01 Jult 
in  1931. 
'No one
 
thought
 the 
canner 
and 
agricultural
 workers 
would 
strike. 
The American
 Federation 
ol 
Labor 
would  not 
organize  
them  as a 
union  
because
 they 
thought
 the 
workers
 
were
 
vagrants.
 ' she
 said. 
An 
important  
element 
in re-
search 
is 
witnesses'
 
personal  
feel-
ings
 about 
events. 
While 
research-
ing her 
hook,  
one  source
 told her
 the 
facts 
and 
historical
 
background.
 
When  
Bryant
 walked
 away,  
the 
source
 started 
reminiscing 
to
 a co-
worker.  
Unaware
 she 
was being lis-
tened
 to, she
 provided
 
information
 
about
 
the  sights and s,taids  
of
 
the 
Nancy
 Nadel 1,a. I yuI,tIf 
photographer
 
for You" is used in SJSU women's studies classes, talked about and 
read from her latest book, "Confessions
 of Madame Psyche." 
canneries.  
The  
author  
also 
compared
 
her  
solitary  
job of 
writing
 
with  
the 
ef-
forts
 of 
assembly
 line
 
workers,  
who 
function
 as a 
group.
 
'I'm 
not 
sure
 
which  
is 
harder
 - 
to work
 alone
 with 
no one
 
caring 
if you
 finish
 your
 work
 or 
with
 
someone
 
waiting  for you
 to 
fin-
ish,''
 
Bryant  
said.
 
'The  
majority  
of
 people
 don't
 
see a 
similarity  
between
 
cutting
 
cherries  
and 
writing.
 hut 
both 
re-
quire  training,''
 she
 said.
 
11 took 
eight 
years 
for her 
first 
article
 to 
he 
published.
 and 
12 years
 
to
 publish
 her 
first  
novel.
 
"My 
writing 
isn't 
cathartic  
hut 
is 
supposed  
to help 
the 
reader,"  
Bryant
 said. 
She  writes
 every 
day for 
three 
hours 
hut  never goes 
over
 
her 
four -
page  limit 
because 
keeping a 
steady 
pace is 
important 
to
 the 
quality
 of 
her work. 
"You 
should 
at least 
write in 
your
 journal
 every 
day  just 
to
 keep 
yourself
 going." 
Bryant 
said. 
Periods
 of 
frustration  
because  
of child
 care or 
other  
responsibilities  
will
 end, 
so
 a 
writer
 must 
keep 
going,  
she 
said.  
Candlelight
 
march
 set 
for tonight 
MARCH, from 
page I 
"It's an honor for men to 
be
 included 
into this circle of 
women,"  said Mark 
Knipper,  who works in the domestic 
violence  program at the Family Serv-
ice Association. 
in 
most 
communities,
 women
 
and  men 
walk
 in 
separate
 groups
 Ii is 
time for 
women to 
take
 hack the 
night  
and 
empower  
themselves,"
 he said.
 
Men 
need  to understand
 the 
prob-
lems women face.
 It's important to 
know 
why a woman crosses the street 
at night 
when
 a man approaches,
 he 
said. 
"Men need 
to accept the respon-
sibility for rape in order to stop it. 
We 
are the perpetrators," 
he
 said. 
The group will walk to First 
Street, past the Pussycat Theatre. Sex 
Shop Arcade and Books, back to 
Tower Hall, where they will make a 
circle.
 hold hands, and sing songs. 
Last year two women
 bought a 
pornographic magazine at the Arcade 
shop, and burned it in front of the store 
in protest of the degradation 
of 
women.  
Today's 
Womyn's  Week pro-
gram focuses on "Relationships Be-
tween the Sexes." 
The following programs will take 
place in the Student Union 
Costanoan  
Room. 
,/ The anti -pornography film 
"Not a Love 
Story" will play at 9:45 
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
,/ A discussion on "Date Rape" 
and the need for 
communication  be-
tween the sexes
 will start at 12 p.m. 
,/ A panel on "Men's Alterna-
tives  to 
Violence"
 will begin at 
130 
P.m. 
,/ An open topic 
"Rap Group" 
suns al 
3:30  p.m. 
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Soviet
 
Union
 
documentary
 
to 
be
 
aired
 
RUSSIA. 
jrom page 
I 
every 
Soviet citizen
 
hated  
his 
country  
and  
would  
leave
 if 
given a 
chance,
 
Gliner said. 
Gliner  
went  
to the 
Soviet
 
Union  
in the
 summer
 of 
1986, 
accompanied
 
by 
videographer
 Blake
 McHugh
 and 
sound  
recordist  
Bridget  
Louie.
 They 
spent
 three
 weeks
 
traveling  
through
 
the cities of 
Leningrad,
 
Minsk.
 
Yalta.  
Rostov
-Don
 and 
Moscow.  
Gliner  
said  he 
and 
his crew
 had
 
no official 
permission  
to 
bring 
camera  
equipment
 into the 
Soviet  
Union,
 but 
were never followed or 
questioned.
 
"We 
interviewed
 
artists, 
a 
mayor,  the 
editor of a 
women's 
mag-
azine."  
Gliner 
said.  "I 
interviewed
 
Soviet  
journalist  
Vladimir  
Posner in 
Moscow.
 We 
had  an 
interpreter  
and
 
were able 
to get away
 from the 
tour-
ists."  
He 
spoke  to 
an
 
American
 
family
 
that has
 lived in 
Russia 
for 12 
years,
 
and
 prefers 
it to 
American  
life.  The 
woman
 is writing
 a book 
on the 
differ-
ence, he said.
 
The 
program  
shows  
Soviets  en-
gaging
 in leisure
 activities
 such as 
wa-
terskiing 
and videogames.
 A scene 
from a 
Russian  disco 
is 
shown.  and 
people are shown 
throughout
 the 
pro-
gram 
in 
"typical"
 
clothing,  
which  ik 
as 
varied  as 
American  wear, 
he
 said. 
Contrary 
to the 
stereotypes  he 
en-
countered. Gliner found 
Soviet  citi-
zens are not
 afraid to 
criticize  the 
gov-
ernment  and 
are  generally 
more 
tolerant
 of Americans than
 vice versa. 
"The 
program  is 
upbeat,"
 Gliner 
said.  He said  it is a 
lair representation 
of 
Soviet  
lifestyle.
 
The funds used 
to produce the 
program were 
Gliner's  own. McHugh 
and 
Louie  paid their own 
personal  ex-
penses while in 
the Soviet Union,  
he 
said.
 
Gliner has produced
 several other 
documentaries,
 including 
"Survival
 
Guide to Consumerism." 
about  the 
practice of selling
 goods to third
-world  
countries, and "Soledad  Symptom 
or Solution." about Soledad prison. ' 
Womyn's 
Week  panel  
discusses
 
sexual
 
harassment
 
HARASS, 
from  page I 
rassment
 complaint. 
Burkum
 said. 
If a 
supervisor  .makes 
smart  re-
marks  to
 
both lane, who 
wears a mini-
skirt and tank
 top. and Sue, who 
wears 
a 
conservative  gray business
 suit, 
which one has 
been sexually 
harassed
 
if they both lind 
his  behavior offen-
sive? 
Both have 
been
 
harassed  
because
 
the behavior
 was of fensi e and the Su-
preme Court has decided that the way 
a woman 
is clothed is irrelevant. The 
victim cannot be blamed for her dress 
or behavior, she said. 
Part of 
the problem is that women 
are taught to he quiet and discreet.
 
Rosenberg said. "If someone pres-
sures you to go out,
 let 
him  know in 
no
 
uncertain
 terms that he went too far," 
she
 
said 
"Don't 
let the 
harasser  decide 
what is 
sexual harassment --- you
 de-
cide,"
 she said. 
At
 
SJSU. the polices
 prohibiting 
sexual harassment are
 supported by the 
university  president and administra-
tion. Punishment
 shall be swift and ap-
propriate.
 said Selma Burkum, 
asso-
ciate dean of faculty affairs. 
"A 
government 
survey
 shows 
that 42 
percent
 of the 
women who
 
Students
 set for
 
Sacramento
 protest 
By Tom 
Dunlap  
Daily  stall writer 
Three 
statek
 
tile 
student 
organiza-
tions are
 mobilizing
 for a 
demonstra-
tion
 in Sacramento 
to protest 
what 
one 
organizer
 
called  a 
"crisis  in 
educa-
tion."
 
The group will 
march  from a park 
in Sacramento to the State Capitol 
Building on April 6 to protest pro-
posed
 cuts in state
 funding for educa-
tion 
and  lobby  for
 a wide range
 of 
pro-
posals.
 
These include the reinstatement 
of funds 
for bilingual education, equal 
access,  recruitment and retention at 
four-year schools and Ethnic Studies 
as a graduation requirement. 
The state 
legislature  will vote on 
several of these educational issues this 
spring. 
The Reverend
 Jesse 
Jackson.
 
along with about 220 other people or 
organizations, has endorsed the 
dem-
onstration and provided financial sup-
port, said Becky Tarin, a member of 
the statewide task force on educational 
rights and a San 
Francisco State Uni-
versity
 student. 
Jackson is  one of 
several
 
sched-
uled
 speakers for the group. Tarin 
said.  
"We expect a minimum 
of
 1.000 
students,  parents and teachers to 
march." she said. 
The three student organizations. 
allied under the name Third World 
Student Organizations,
 are currently 
looking for more endorsements and 
donations. Tarin said. 
The 
endorsers  include unions, 
politicians, school hoards, and student 
groups. Their money will be used pri-
marily for printing and transportation 
costs,
 she said. 
The  Associated Students of San 
Francisco  State 
recently  allocated 
$3.080  to
 the
 group.
 Turin 
said. 
The A.S. special 
allocations
 corn
 
mince at SJSU is 
considering a similar
 
proposal 
made
 by
 SJSU's Asian Stu-
dents
 In Action Now
 (ASIAN) 
Club.  
said club 
member Perry
 Chow. 
Chapter groups
 of the Third 
World Student
 Organizations at 
each 
 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT  
RUN  FOR IT! 
Associated  Students Election Applications for next 
year are now available 
in the A.S. Office and in the 
Student Activities and Services Office. 
HURRY.' 
Deadline is 
Monday, March 9 
at the Candidate 
Orientation
 Meeting. 
For more information: 
Contact the A.S. Office, 
2nd Floor in the Student 
Union  
277-3201
 
Funded hi' Associated Students 
 
campus are publicizing the 
march and 
looking for endorsements from cam-
pus or community groups. Chow said. 
ASIAN club  members 
recently  
attended a statewide 
conference of 
their parent organization.
 the Asian 
Pacific Islanders
 Student Union 
(AMU),
 
Chow said. 
"The
 conference was called 'Liv-
ing in America: Land of Opportu-
nity?: with the emphasis on the ques-
tion mark," 
ASIAN club member Mel 
Lee said, 
work for the
 federal 
government  have 
experienced
 sexual 
harassment."  
Mc-
Intyre
 said. 
However, 
most  
harassment does 
not 
come
 from 
supervisors.
 but co-
workers,  he said. Nevertheless,
 an em-
ployer is 
responsible  for the conduct of 
his 
employees,  he said. 
Students who feel they have been 
sexually harassed can have their 
cases  
investigated by the Equal Oppontinity 
'Sexual
 
harassment
 is 
an 
injustice,'  
 Rina Rosenberg, 
panel 
speaker  
Office  
and  
Affirmative
 
Action 
Office,  
said director
 Samuel 
Henry.  
A Film 
About  
PORNOGRAPHY
 
Produced by the National 
Film  
Board  of Canada 
Thursday, March 5th  10 am & 12 noon 
Student Union Costanoan Room 
$1
 Donation 
WOMYN'S  WEEK 
Sponsored by Associated Students and SJSU Women's Center 
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Campus
 
President  Gail Fullerton 
released the names 
of the six 
finalists
 for SJSU 
Intercollegiate  athletics
 director, Tues-
day.
 The candidates
 include Vern 
Wagner. SJSU's 
interim 
director of 
men's  athletics. 
The  new director
 will head the
 
combined men's
 and women's
 athletics 
department.  
The 
Academic 
Senate  requested 
an increase 
in funds 
for building 
maintenance in a 
resolution. The 
resolution,  
passed
 this week, states 
that the school's 
ventilation,  heat-
ing, mechanical 
and electrical 
systems
 are examples 
of 
problems
 which continue to 
need  attention. 
The
 
University
 Police
 Department
 has 
proposed 
a limi-
tation  of the
 various 
bicycle 
racks  to five 
central 
on
-campus 
locations.  The
 proposal 
is aimed at 
reducing 
bicycle  thefts
 
and increasing
 security 
efficiency.  
Sports  
The 
SJSU women's
 gymnastics 
team
 lost to Seattle
-
Pacific 
University,  179.5 to 175.7
 Saturday. hut won
 a tri-
meet against 
Washington  State and 
Montana
 State with a 
total
 
score  of 176.85
 
Friday. 
  
 
The SJSU men's 
gymnastics  team won a meet
 against 
the UC-Davis
 team 259.05 to 257.05 Friday, 
which  puts the 
Spartans  24th in the national 
rankings.  
 
  
The  SJSU men's baseball
 team continued its eight
-game 
winning streak
 Tuesday afternoon by 
defeating Sacramento 
State in 10 innings 1-0 at 
Municipal  Stadium. 
SJSU 
football
 wide 
receiver  Lafo 
Malauulu 
said he 
will  sign a 
contract  with the 
British 
Columbia
 Lions 
of
 the 
Canadian Football
 League. 
Malauulu  finished 
his playing 
career at SJSU 
this past season. 
On 
This 
Date ... 
. . . 
in 1971
 
Demonstrators
 clashed 
with police 
yesterday  in the 
College
 Union patio. 13 
were  arrested. 
The demostration was directed 
at war -related industnal 
recruiters, who were on 
campus speaking to students. 
The trouble started 
at
 noon when San Jose Liberation 
Front chairman 
Ted James advised 100 of the 400 
present at 
the rally to "go up and talk to the 
recruiters." 
But James followed that
 by telling those present 
to re-
main calm "because
 there's a lot of cops." 
They attempted to get to the 
top of the west side stairs 
when they were met 
by police. Other students got 
to the top 
of 
the east side stairs before police closed
 off that  side. 
Students 
then  grabbed a prop used 
in an earlier skit and 
attempted to march it 
up
 the stairs. Both police and 
students 
got into 
a pushing match when the 
students
 got to the first 
landing of the stairway with 
a few students falling. 
Two 
people
 were intially arrested for
 assaulting police 
officers. Students followed
 that with the demand 
that  the 
two
 he released, and stayed beyond 
the warning of Chief 
Security Officer Earnest 
Quinton.
 
. . . 
in 
1985
 
Construction 
on the Engineering 
Building and the 
Rec-
reation 
and Events Center 
will
 result in the loss of 
550  park-
ing 
spaces. 
The  Student Union and 
Recreation Center 
will
 cause a 
loss 
of 400 employee 
spaces at lots eight,
 nine and 13. 
The Engineering 
Building  construction will 
keep lot 
12, 
which  provides 
150 spaces, 
closed  for about 
three 
years. said 
Henry  Orbach, 
traffic
 and operations 
manager. 
To
 make up for part 
of the loss, 150 
spaces
 will be re-
served in the
 first floor 
of
 the 10th 
Street
 Garage. 
Students 
avoiding  Fort 
Lauderdale
 
FORT 
LAUDERDALE.
 Fla. 
(AP) 
- Frolicking college 
students,  
who for decades 
made  this city syno-
nymous
 with spring 
break,  this year 
seem to be 
opting  for other, less noto-
rious vacation 
spots.
 
"The bottom line is that both 
to-
day's college
 student and today's Fort 
Lauderdale have 
changed,"
 said June 
Switkin, Bmward 
Tourist  Devel-
opment Council executive director. 
"They are no longer the perfect match 
they were in 
the '50s, '60s and '70s." 
College students in search of sun 
and sand say they've switched to Day-
tona Beach, or the more exotic Barba-
dos, Bermuda. the Bahamas or Mex-
ico. 
County 
officials
 have 
not pro-
moted 
spring  break 
in
 Fort 
Lauderdale
 
in recent 
years  and have 
been con-
cerned 
about the 
negative 
publicity  
generated  by 
widespread  
drinking
 and 
wild  behavior 
that led to 
several fatal
 
accidents.
 
Police 
crackdowns  
have turned 
off some 
students, 
who  say they
 don't 
feel wanted 
in Fort 
Lauderdale.  
Police  
made 2.506 
arrests during 
last year's 
spring 
break. 
The 
county  estimates
 that spnng 
break  revenues 
totaled $120 
million to 
$140 
million  last 
year,  but this 
year of-
ficials are 
focusing  on the 
convention  
trade and
 tourists 
older  than 
college
 
students 
Worried
 owners
 of the 
small 
mo-
tels  that 
usually 
are 
packed  
with  stu-
dents 
are  reporting
 this 
year's 
advance  
bookings  
are  down,
 by as 
much  as 
75 
percent.
 
Officials  
expect  about
 250,-
000 
students
 to 
arrive  for
 the 
spring  
break 
period,  
50,000  
fewer 
than
 last 
year. 
Apparently,
 young
 women
 espe-
cially
 are 
staying  
away.  
"It's  like 
70-
30
 (males
 to 
females)  
here," 
said 
Gary  
Schermerhorn,
 
23.  
"How  
many  
fathers  
want  to 
fi-
nance  a 
trip
 for 
their  
daughters  
down
 
to a 
place  known
 for 
lewd  and 
lasciv-
ious
 
behavior?"  
said 
Mary  
Fanizzi.  
publicity
 director
 for 
the  
Penmd's
 on 
the Beach
 nightclub.
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Thousands 
attend  Co -Op 
Job Fair 
By 
Victor  
Manuel  Inzunza
 
Deily staff writer 
The Summer and 
Co-op fob Fair 
drew several thousand 
students to the 
Student Union
 on Wednesday. 
Between 4,500 and
 5,000 stu-
dents attended
 the annual event
 and 
had an opportunity
 to meet 
with 106 
employers
 present at the 
fair,  said fair 
coordinator 
Lupe
 Zuniga 
Ed Tang, research and devel-
opment manager for 
Hewlett-Packard
 
Co., who has attended the last four job 
fairs, said 
it is an enjoyable experi-
ence. 
'I
 really enjoy it. We tend to he 
one of the most 
popular  employers,  
and it's a 
good
 opportunity to meet 
with students, ' ' Tang 
said. 
Tang, who has taught at SJSU 
pan time, said he 
attempts to direct 
students to 
possible opportunities
 
within  the 
company.  
"We 
try to set reasonable expec-
tations
 for students and 
try to let them 
know what 
we
 have available within 
our specific departments,"
 he said. 
The 
fair, in its seventh
 year,
 was 
coordinated by 
Career  Planning and
 
Placement  
"We  try 
to bring 
on campus
 em-
ployers 
that will 
have hiring
 needs 
for 
the
 summer,
 and we 
try  to hold 
the fair 
early 
enough in 
the ye.: 
so
 that the 
openings
 can 
he filled,"
 said 
Zuniga.  
Last year, 475 SJSU students
 
were  hired as result of the fair, Zuniga 
said. She said about 75 percent were 
hired for the summer, 15 
percent were 
cooperative
 jobs and 10 percent were 
full-time jobs. 
"It's a wonderful 
opportunity to 
meet with all types of students," said 
Leslie 
Isaacson, Marriott Hotels re-
cruiter.  
"Many  people think we're only 
Nation's 
large farms 
multiply
 
WASHINGTON
 (API 
- - Large 
scale farms are 
gaining
 in numbers, 
and an 
Agriculture  Department report 
says the trend is likely to continue. 
In 1974 there were about 11.400 
farms with annual 
sales  of $500.000 or 
more. By 1982, those had grown to 
27.800 farms. 
"Although only 1.2 percent of all 
U.S. farms, these (big) farms con-
trolled over 10 percent of the land in 
farms in 1982 and accounted for marl) 
33 
percent of the total value of farm 
production," the department's Eco-
nomic Research 
Service  said Monday. 
The increase in big farms - 
ranches also were included in the cat-
egory - occurred at a time when the 
number of U.S. farms generally de 
dined, from more than 2.5 million in 
1974 to 2.24 million in 1982, the most 
recent year for which such figures are 
available.
 
Large-scale farms probably
 will 
continue to be "an increasingly impor-
tant segment" of U.S. agriculture,  the 
report
 said. 
It added, "The strongest evi-
dence for the 
continued  growth of 
large-scale farms is their ability to 
withstand economic adversity." 
Some
 of the increase in the num-
ber of
 
big farms was attributed to infla-
tion dunng the period. But even after 
adjusting for inflation, the number at 
large-scale farms rose by 11.102 from 
1974
 to 19112.
 the report said 
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options  in 
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enforcement  
with
 history
 
sophomore
 
Wendell  
Jones  at 
Wednes-
Spartan Daily/Thursday,
 March 5, 1987I 
 4 
Brad
 Mangin - 
Daily  stall
 photographer 
day's job
 fair in the Student Union Ballroom. 
"We're always looking for good officers," Brown 
said. SJPD was one of 106 employers at the fair. 
looking 
for business majors, hut we ard, 
personnel
 manager 
of
 Roberta
 En- 
about 500 
students  
at this lair,
 she 
have management 
positions  in which 
terpnses,
 a 
temporary employment said. 
we like to look at a variety 
of oaajors, service. 
Zuniga  said Career 
Planning and 
she said.
 
Placement will 
conduct a survey of 
"It's 
also a good 
opportunity
 to 
Howard, who has 
been
 to the last employers who attended 
the fair to 
see 
who  is hiring and who we're corn- 
live fairs, 
said she hires 
about 25 per- 
find out
 how 
many 
students were 
peting against. 
said
 
Deborah How-
 
cent
 of 
those who apply. She 
met 
with
 
hired. 
Myth:
 Most college students ignore advertisements 
in the school newspaper. 
Fact: Nearly 85% of the population at SJSU 
reading the Spartan Daily also
 read the 
advertisements.  More than 75% of these 
people rate the ads as "good." "very 
good," or 
"excellent."
 
1 
or more information on making
 vour advertising hit the 
target.
 
please
 call 
277-3171.
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OMNI 
Poet
 reads 
work
 
'Take Aim'
 
about prison
 
life
 
Everyone's
 a 
copy  
cat 
By Judith 
Faught 
American
 poet Etheridge 
Knight read an 
anthology
 of his 
works to a crowd of 
80
 people in the 
Spartan 
Chapel  last Friday. 
The reading, which was spon-
sored by the 
San Jose Poetry Cen-
ter. was in celebration of Black His-
tory, Month. 
Knight began writing poetry 
while he was serving a 
10-20  year 
sentence  for armed robbery
 at the 
Poetry
 
Indiana Stale Prison.
 After eight 
years of incarceration, he was re-
leased in 1968 and
 has continued 
writing 
poetry ever since. 
He started the 
evening  with 
poems that he had written while in 
prison. Most of them dealt with 
his  
experiences behind bars. 
One of his first
 recitations. "A 
Wasp woman visits a black junkie 
in prison" described a group of 
women that would periodically visit 
the men in prison. Knight said the 
prisoners would refer to the ladies 
as the "do-gooders." 
After 
explanations  and Regula-
tions, he 
walked warily in 
Black hair covered his chin, 
subscribing to 
villainous ideal. 
"This cannot he real.- he 
thought. "This is a 
classical mistake.' 
This is a cake 
baked  with em-
barrassing icing; 
Somebody's
 got 
Likely as not, a big fat tongue 
in 
cheek!  
What ham Ito do 
With a 
prim  and proper 
blooded lady?
 
Christ indeed has risen 
When a junkie in prison visits 
with a Wasp woman. 
Knight also recited what he 
called a "fun
 poem" entitled 'The 
warden said to me the other day" It 
was 
about  the guys who would try 
to break out of prison. He said dur-
ing the winter
 the prisoners didn't 
cause many problems 
but  when 
spring came around "the young 
guys started grabbing 
their  hats" 
and 
escaping.  Knight said the war-
den was always 
surprised  at the sud-
den 
departures. 
"I don't
 think the warden un-
derstood biology," Knight said. 
The 
warden
 said to me the 
other day 
(innocently, I think). 
"Say 
etheridge.
 
why
 come the black 
boys don't 
run 
off 
like the white 
boys do?" 
I lowered my 
jaw and 
scratched my head
 
and said (innocently, I think), 
"Well, tell! 
ain't for sure, but 'reckon it's 
cause 
we ain't got no where's to run 
to." 
Knight delivered his 
poems as 
though he were 
telling
 a story. It 
was
 as though he were having 
an 
every day conversation
 with one of 
his  friends, which made the 
poems 
have a much 
more personal effect 
on the audience. 
Also 
adding  to the presentation
 
were the interesting 
stories and 
jokes that
 he interjected 
between
 the 
pieces that often
 left the audience in 
tears from laughter. 
Knight 
proves  that 
poetry
 
could
 be interesting and
 entertaining 
without being
 heavy and too "artis-
tic."
 He is a true example 
of a con-
temporary poet. 
Calendar
 
The Heaters.
 Mini Bruce Wil-
lis' Motown 
Album "Bruno 
and the 
Heaters" will perform
 with Rush 
Hour 
tomorrow
 night at the
 Catalyst 
in Santa Cruz. 
The Villa Montalvo of 
Sara-
oga 
will  present a pocket opera
 of 
Nicolai's "The 
Merry Wives of 
Windsor'  
Saturday.
 Call 1..av, react. 
Thoo
 at 741-342 I for more informa-
tion.
 
   
Wire  Train, Epic Rumors and 
Shadows
 as Tall as Trees
 will ap-
pear at 
One  Step Beyond on March 
10 
for a benefit for 
KSCU,  Santa 
Clara University's radio station. 
Call 
727-0901  for information.
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The Entertainer supplement 
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 in the Spartan Daily. 
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Marco Lienhard 
beats the drum in an Ondekoza
 
performance 
at the
 Flint 
Center  The Japanese 
groups
 
name
 
translates  
into
 the "demon drum.'  
you.ye
 seen them hanging 
out in the shopping malls, the 
little Madonna -Sean Penn 
twins. These teeny -hoppers go 
around annoying store managers,  
checking each other out, being 
obnoxious and disrespectful. A 
public nuisance.
 
Hey  it wasn't 
that long ago 
when
 you were their age. 
Maybe you didn't 
hang around 
shopping malls. hut you were 
probably also
 a pain in the neck. A 
different time, a different place, but 
like them you had all the
 answers, 
and you were "cool." 
The girls had Farrah 
Fawcett
 
haircuts, Ditto jeans and T-shirts 
with silly messages written 
across 
the front. They never left the house 
without their mood rings and 
strawberry -flavored lip gloss. 
The guys were John Travolta 
clones, from the platform shoes to 
the white suit, and flower -printed 
silk shirts. With hairbrushes in their 
hack pocket,  they practiced "The 
Hustle" in their bedrooms with the 
lights down 
low. 
The stars you 
listened to,  
worshipped,
 wrote letters 
to
 and 
fantasized
 about 
included  David 
and/or 
Sham Cassidy,
 Olivia 
Newton
-John, 
Parker  
Stevenson.
 
1.eif Garrett. 
Admit
 
it,  you 
bought
 those 
Tiger
 Beat 
and 16 
magazines
 
for the 
mini
-posters  
for your
 
bedroom
 wall.
 You also 
read the 
articles  to 
find out if 
you and 
your  
favorite
 star 
were
 
compatible
 or 
not.  
But  
today's
 teeny
-hoppers
 are 
so 
much
 luckier,
 just take 
a look at 
the
 current idols.
 
The 
"Brat  
Pack"   
Rob 
Lowe,
 Emilio 
Estevez, 
Judd 
Nelson,
 C. Thomas
 Howell 
and 
Andrew
 
McCarthy.  
Then 
there  are 
their 
leading
 
ladies 
Demi 
Moore,  
Molly  
Ringwald, 
and Attie 
Sheedy.  
They continue the star-studded 
legacy of being teen idols left 
behind by the stars of the late '70s 
and early
 '80s. 
Don't you 
feel
 cheated? 
Kids today
 have Duran 
Duran 
and 
George  Michael. 
We had the 
Bay City Rollers 
and the 
Village
 People. 
Television shows
 like "Hill 
Street Blues," 
"Moonlighting" 
and the 
"Cosby  Show" 
are  today's 
favorites.
 
We had "Happy
 Days," 
Amy L. 
Pabalan
 
'Soap,*' and ' Mork and Mind) 
If there is any 
consolation,  the 
tides of time will change, and 
someday, when they are older,
 the 
current 
teeny -hoppers
 will hang 
their heads in embarrassment. 
As we do 
now. 
They
 will deny ever 
dressing  
up like Madonna or Prince. 
They will burn the tell -tale
 
photos of their red, blue, green or 
orange -dyed hair. Guys will curse 
the day 
they decided to pierce their 
ears. 
They will remember 
fantasizing about Michael J. Fox or 
Vanna White. They will watch 
reruns
 of past
 
favorite shows 
and 
movies and either say these are 
classic shows, or wonder why
 it was 
so special 
before.
 
They  will laugh to themselves
 
over 
the silly things 
they did when 
they were 
younger
 as they 
remember
 the "good
 01' days 
" 
As we do 
now. 
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Ronny
 Glover and Mel Gibson 
star in "Lethal Weapon." 
Latest 
Gibson
 
film  
takes  
a 
violent
 
turn
 
By Scott 
G.
 Hamilton 
Taking out an 
unruly  mob 
single-handedly.  escaping cer-
tain death at the hands 
of
 a pain 
clinician, 
running
 down an 
armed mercenary in 
a speeding 
car . . look out
 Chuck Norris, 
here 
comes Mel Gibson. 
And here
 comes "Lethal 
Weapon."
 a slick, 
calculated  
new offering opening tomorrow 
from director
 Richard Donner 
("The
 
Omen," "Lady hawke" 
and producer 
Joel Silver ("48 
Hours."
 "Streets of Fire... 
In 
this  sure-fire money-
making
 vehicle comes Gibson, 
normally the 
thinking yuppie's 
actor,
 in a role sure to shock 
more than one fan of 
"The  Year 
of Living Dangerously.
   
And well it shovId.
 Casting 
Gibson as 
suicidal  cop-i n -the -
edge Martin Riggs is 
like grind-
ing filet mignon for 
hamburger. 
Based on a script by 24 -
year -old UCLA 
grad Shane 
Black, 
"Weapon" follows the
 
adventures of Riggs and new-
found partner Roger Munaugh,
 
played
 by Danny Glover, as 
they track down a ring of 
mur-
derous.
 drug -smuggling 
Viet-
nam vets. 
If the premise 
sounds  
heavy,  it isn't. 
between 
graphic flesh -shredding shoot-
outs one 
minute
 to coarsely im-
provised black 
humor  workouts 
the next, the film never quite 
finds its niche. 
Oddly 
enough,
 no one or 
thing seems responsible. De-
spite the glamorized violence 
and periods of 
horrendous pac-
ing. the film has its strengths. 
Glover, as 
a no-nonsense 
black homicide detective fearing
 
his 50th birthday and his strange 
new partner. takes the part as far 
it will go. Gibson has moments 
of real strength,
 too, in spite 
of
 
the limited 
emotional
 scope he 
is allowed to utilize. 
When these 
two hit the 
streets of Los Angeles,  the 
ac-
tion picks 
up and never 
stops.  
Riggs and Murtaugh are as-
signed 
to investigate the appar-
ent murder of a pill -popping 
young woman.
 While doing so, 
they stumble onto an intricate 
network of veterans
 and merce-
naries 
smuggling drugs they 
first discovered in 
Laotian vil-
lages 
twenty  years 
before.
 
Along the way, 
Riggs  and 
Murtaugh
 follow
 guesses, 
whims and 
leads that often seem 
ludicrous but are 
always
 on the 
money. 
All  the 
while,  
bodies,
 
houses
 and Lai. are 
destroyed 
with 
reckless  abandon. 
The only real 
drama in the 
film comes, 
quite  predictably. 
Front Gibson's
 character. 
Mourning the loss of his 
wife. Riggs goes 
as
 far as plac-
ing a loaded
 pistol into his 
mouth 
in  an emotional 
scene.  
But he 
doesn't
 pull the trig-
ger, and the
 motif all but disap-
pears until Riggs
 miraculously 
finds 
inner  peace 
during  the 
final minutes of the movie. 
Sadly,  moments like this
 
one are few. 
Donner
 seems in-
tent on 
portraying
 
slam -hang ac-
tion,
 which comes 
at the ex-
pense of characters 
and story. 
One standout exception is 
the surprising rebirth of 
Gary  
Busey, actor.
 Bleached blond 
and slimmed down to ponray 
Joshua, 
the epitomy of merci-
nary evil. Busey sheds his 
Buddy Holly image forever in a 
truly convincing performance. 
But alas, neither Busey nor 
Gibson can save "Weapon" 
from mediocrity.
 
Donner shoots from the 
hip. though, and
 with the recent 
commercial 
success of films 
from this genre, 
he is apparently 
shooting for the 
wallet,  not the 
heart.  
Actors and production
 crew 
defend
 
movie's 
action
 
By 
Scott G. 
Hamilton  
The 
production  
crew and
 
actors 
behind 
Warner  
Bros.'  
"Lethal  
Weapon"
 want to 
make 
one thing 
perfectly clear:
 That's 
not  violence on 
the screen, it's
 
action.
 
And
 they say 
so with 
straight 
faces. 
Really.  
Forget 
the  scenes 
with  Mel 
Gibson 
receiving  
crude  
electro-
shock
 treatments
 in a damp 
un-
derground 
tunnel. That
 goes for 
the 
closeups 
of 
high-powered  
gunfire
 bursting
 through
 thugs'
 
chests, 
too.  
"I don't 
call it 
violent
 at 
all,"
 director
 
Richard
 
Donner
 
said in 
an
 interview
 last 
week.  
"There's
 a big 
difference
 
in 
movies  
today 
between 
vio-
lence and 
action." 
he
 said. 
"There's
 nothing 
gratifying 
about seeing 
violence."  
Judging from the 
facial ex-
pressions
 on some of those at-
tending a 
Burbank  Studios 
screening 
last week, there 
wasn't too much gratification
 in 
seeing 
a nude woman fall to her 
death from a lofty
 penthouse 
balcony,
 either. 
Nevertheless,
 the
 
primary
 
stars  of 
"Weapon"
 
shared 
Don-
ner's  
opinion  
that  the 
film's 
vio-
lence
 was 
not 
gratuitous  
since 
it 
served  
the  
story.
 
 'It's all 
entertainment, you
 
know,"
 said Gary
 Busey,  
who  
portrays 
Joshua,
 the most 
ruth-
less character in the film.
 "It's a 
catharsis for the everyday guy. a 
release for him 
on
 a Saturday 
night." 
Busey went on to say that 
shielding a child from the type 
of violence in the film is like 
trying to keep a youngster trom 
eating candy: The first time he 
encounters it away from home, 
he'll eat it up. 
All that. and Busey said the 
Walt Disney classic "Bambi" 
made him cry. 
Gibson. the star of 
the 
film, expressed
 a somewhat dif-
ferent view. What hooked him 
on the  script,  
he said, was the 
way "Weapon" managed to 
portray a "heightened reality."
 
':I think films are getting
 
faster." Gibson said. "Staying 
ahead of an audience is chal-
lenging, and if you don't, they 
get 
bored." 
Gibson can be rest assured 
that 
"Weapon"  
audiences have 
little risk 
of
 suffering from bore-
dom. Despite script 
problems  
that hurt the film's continuity. 
the 
details  are its strengths, and 
much of  the excitement comes
 
from the break -neck action and 
improvised humor 
which  ac-
company
 the violence. 
Donner and producer Joel 
Silver
 credit the action to script 
writer Shane Black. But much 
of the 
humor,
 they said, came 
directly from the strength of the 
cast.
 
Because of his faith in their 
abilities. Donner said he al-
lowed them 
to improvise
 a great 
deal on 
the set. 
The  result: 
some  
of the film's
 best scenes,
 includ-
ing an 
on
-going 
dialogue 
of
 sar-
casm 
between
 Danny 
Glover 
and 
Gibson  and 
a hilarious 
din-
ner 
(able 
rapping  
sequence  
by
 
Glover's
 on -screen
 family. 
"If 
they're  
good
 actors 
and  
they
 have good 
instincts,
 you let 
them 
go,"
 Donner 
said. 
Gibson 
said  the 
actors  in-
volved 
grew very 
close during
 
shooting,
 which
 helped 
nurture 
the  
natural
 feeling 
evident 
in 
some
 scenes.
 
Without  the 
rapport.
 Gib-
son 
said,  "it 
would 
have been 
harder,
 but we 
could have
 done 
it. 
It's often
 like 
pushing  
shit
 
uphill.
'Angel
 
Heart'  
movie  
bleeds
 
from 
lack 
of suspense 
By 
David  
Barr)
 
"Work 
in 
progress  
- Not 
in 
its
 
completed  
state."
 
That 
special
 blurb 
before
 last 
Friday  
night's  
sneak 
preview
 of 
the 
movie 
"Angel
 
Heart"
 said
 it all.
 
When  
"Angel
 Heart"
 opens
 at 
Bay  
Area  
theaters
 
tomorrow,
 it 
will  
Cinema
 
be 
missing 10 
seconds from 
the pre-
view edition.
 
Those 10 
seconds,  which 
were 
from
 a love scene
 between the 
pic-
ture's 
stars Lisa 
Bonet and 
Mickey 
Rourke,
 earned 
the movie
 an X rat-
ing. 
But even
 in its 
now  
completed
 
R -rating 
state, 
"Angel 
Heart" 
could use more work.
 
On 
the  basis of its imaginative 
plot, the movie is good. But with 
more suspense, it could have been 
great. 
Set in 1955, the picture centers 
around detective 
Harry Angel, 
played by Rourke. 
Angel  has been hired by a 
mys-
terious lawyer
 Louis Cyphre
 
(played by Robert 
DeNiro)  to go 
after Johnny Valentine who has
 an 
outstanding 
debt. 
What 
happens
 and what he un-
covers is amazing. 
Rourke, who has starred in 
"The Pope of Greenwich Village 
and "91/2 Weeks." gives a credible 
performance as the light-hearted de-
tective who gets himself into more 
trouble than he has ever imagined. 
DeNiro,
 who is a master of be-
coming the characters he portrays, 
has a small hut powerful part 
in the 
picture. 
Meanwhile.
 Bonet, the sec-
ond -oldest daughter in the television 
senes the "Cosby Show" displays a 
different 
side  than TV viewers are 
used to. 
After 
watching  this 
film, one 
will
 never be 
able
 to watch 
the  
"Cosby  Show" 
the
 same way ever
 
again. 
Bonet  plays a 17 
year -old 
single
 
mother
 who practices 
voodoo 
and prays 
to chickens a far cry 
From
 the
 wholesome 
daughter on 
Cosby.  
Afterwards, 
one  film -goer 
said: "I 
kept  waiting for Bill 
Cosby 
to 
walk in and say, 
what  the hell is 
going on here" 
The revealing
 of the movie's
 
plot is 
done  subtly and 
with
 style. 
Throughout  the 
movie,  audiences 
are left 
wondenng  how it will 
end.  
By the time 
the picture comes
 to its 
shocking conclusion, movie 
goers 
will still find themselves 
trying  to 
decipher what they have just wit-
nessed. 
A major drawback is the direc-
tion of Alan Parker. He had the abil-
ity to make a film in the tradition of 
Alfred Hitchcock. But he ruins the  
suspense with weak 
special effects 
(too 
much  red paint for blood) and
 
by not making the 
moments  live up 
to 
audiences'  anticipation. 
For
 those into 
devil -worship-
ping, blood,
 chickens, 
Bonet  or 
Rourke, 
"Angel
 Heart" will
 keep 
your halo 
spinning with 
questions.  
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beats  
captivate 
audience
 
man plays I he nut(' W hilt  a farmer just discovers 
his precious watermelons have just been stolen. 
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From the 
story of Oshichi,  a dancer
 
Japanese
 
By Huns Ingrebretsen
 
The hand 
was poised.
 ready
 to sulk( 
dripped from the furrowed brow ol 
the
 it
 
stood with his hack to the audience,  rea(1
 
liver a blow 
that would send vibrations 1.11 
the spine of each spectator. With a de 
i 
powerful 
motion,  he shifted his hips am 
his instrument - a 7(X1 -pound drum. 
Unleashing an urgent
 shout, he lean 
ward 
and lashed into the drum. 
One loth 
etrating  reverberation 
filled the hall, a sou 
was 
piercing in its intensity. Two 
more  hc 
lowed, which were pursued
 by four morn  
ful strokes. Soon 
he was pounding 
ailnl
 
muscles 
in his hare hack stretched 
4111 
weilded two huge 
chunks  of wood ag.i 
skin
 of the drum. 
This 
is the drama 
of Taiko 
druiinrr  
performed by Ondekoza. a 
group 
Iron  
saki.  Japan. who 
perform  with drums.
 Ila 
shamisen. a three
-stringed lute. Its 
periiii  
at De Artza
 College's Flint Center
 on F 
was the kind
 of 
show
 
that
 
transcends
 
the Ii  
music,  creating a 
theater  of the 
dnim
 
ti 
power
 
personified.
 a 
music  w 
ith
 the
 
sin  
tighten your soul. 
A 
crowd  of 6(10 sat enraptured 
as 
t1i 
mers
 created musical dreams 
with
 
their  
th 
Strong postures 
and  
powerful
 
strokes
 
w 
hallmark
 ()I- the pertormance. 
This
 
music,  both to perleirm and 
to 
listen 
that is not heard as much as felt. 
The perfomiance began
 
ssWI  a 
deli 
a traditional Japanese folk
 tale, 
the  
shit
 
chi. 
who,  
after her 
house  
burned.
 w 
temple. where she fell in 
love 
with  
.1
 
yr 
resided
 there. 
After  returning to 
her
 
ow r 
of 
the city, who felt 
compelled
 
to 
sec ii 
she loved, 
hut was 
precluded  
Mini
 
.10,11
 
the locked 
gates
 that divided 
Edo
 Inn"
 1 
Climbing a watchtower.
 she 
began
 
dal 
the 
signal  drum 
to 
open the 
gates
 sl 
caught in her effort to visit 
the  
priest.
 
di 
death as punishment. 
The story 
of Oshichi was 
portrayed
 
ii 
while the 
drums  played. 
with  
Oshichi
 I 
Thursday,
 March
 5, 
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Japanese
 group, 
Ondekota,
 uses umbrellas  as 
weapons
 to fight.
 
drummers
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off the guards 
using  graceful, aikido -like dance 
movements. Throughout this piece a light 
snow  
(made of shreds of 
paper)
 was falling, creating a 
dreamy. ethereal setting. 
The power 
of the drums was balanced 
by 
the gentle,  
rhapsodic sound of the 
Shakuhaehi.  
bamboo flute. which was 
played vertically, and 
the
 fue. a smaller flute
 that is played horiton-
tally. The 
shakuhachi  player 
swayed  hack and 
forth like 
a cobra being charmed.
 exhuding a 
quiet passion. 
A humorous moment in the evening came 
when 
Ondekoza
 
performed  a mime
 that dealt 
with a watermelon thief and the farmer whose 
fruit he was pilfering. 
These  two were a Japa-
nese 
Laurel  and Hardy who had the audience 
in 
stitches. 
Each  character w 
as accompanied 
by his 
own
 personal drum music. The
 drummers re-
peated 
rhythms that 
described
 their  characters.
 
The interplay 
between
 the thief and 
the farmer 
and the 
ensuing  weaving 
ol the two drum
 pat-
terns together 
created  a polyphony 
that was both 
fun and engaging. 
The  
highlight
 of the 
production  
was
 the 
playing of the 
Odaiko.
 a 
700 
pound  
dniiii  
carved  
from a single tree trunk. Set on top of a platform, 
it had an ominous look
 to it. It had a skin 
stretched accross both ends, and was played by 
two men, one on each side. 
The platform, which 
was 
surrounded
 with 
lanterns, swayed violently 
when the 
drununers
 heat the huge drum. 
Ondekota is a group of eight men and four 
women  who live in a commune in the moun-
tains, where they engage in a rigorous training 
schedule that begins at 5 a.m,
 with matsuri (fes-
tival) drumming. The strength needed to perform 
is built up through 
long-distance  running. The 
members of the group run up to 30 miles each 
day 
to maintain their stamina.
 A 
tradition
 with 
the group is the running of the Boston Marathon, 
which
 they conclude by 
giving a performance
 
after they have run the 26 -mile race. 
The group was founded
 in 1970 by 
Den  Ta-
gayasu, and has played 
around  the world, having 
appeared with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
 
at the Montreux Jazz Festival in Sweden. 
the 
Metamusik
 in Berlin. and the Forum of 
Percus-
sion in Paris. The name 
Ondekota  translates as 
"the 
demon drum group.' 
Marco 
Idenhard.
 one of the performers. de-
scribed ihe music as 
has log roof, di 
drummer
 
passionately
 
concentrates  
before  unleasing the 
blow.
 
tional Japanese arts Of Kabuki and Bunraku. 
'Drumming has always
 
been used to create 
emotion,'' he said before the perfomiance. "The 
sound of the drum has a kind of fatality to it. In 
ancient times it was used to inspire soldiers to 
run to their 
death.'  
Lienhard. who went to Japan as an ex-
change student from Switterland, performed on 
both the drum 
anti
 the shakuhachi. 
The middle portion of the show featured a 
performance  by the San 
Jose Taiko Group, 
who  
performed with a vibrant enthusiasm. Formed in 
1973.
 the San Jose group has approached drum-
ming with an attitude of infusing the music with 
a new style. 
Their music 
showed a modern 
influence.
 
straying
 away from the confines of  
Ira& ti,   
Japanese Taiko 
music.
 These people ohs 
enjoy  what they do. and 
it
 shows
 in their musiv 
They 
play  with an 
infectious
 joy.
 dancing around 
each other as 
they
 drum with wild abandon.
 
Cheryl Fong.
 who has
 
been with the San
 
Jose 
group for 
three  years. 
stressed  that 
strength.  
stamina,
 and endurance
 are needed 
for profi-
ciency at Talk')
 drumming. 
You learn precise form and movement. 
definitely  have to physically 
strong," 
Fong 
if. "It is a means of creative expression that 
'es hack to ancient times when towns commu-
nicated with 
drums.
 
' 
The 
San  Jose Taiko Group
 will he traveling 
ii) Japan in September
 to perform there
 with On-
dekota,
 and will he the 
first American 
Taiko  
group to 
perform  in Japan. 
They  plan a 
Spring 
concert. 
to he held on 
April  25 at Louis
 Mayer 
Theatre, at 
University  of 
Santa  Clara. A 
matinee  
show 
will 
he at 
2:30 
p.m.  and 
an evening show 
will 
he at 7:30 p.m. 
One of the 
dancers  strikes 
a vivid 
pose before hitting 
a drum in 
the  
performance
 of 
Japan's  
Ondekoza 
and the San 
Jose Taiko Group at the 
Flint 
('enter.
 
Photos  by 
Nancy 
Nadel  
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San
 
Francisco  
celebrates  
international
 film festival
 
By 
Stephanie
 M. 
Nichols
 
The San 
Francisco 
Interna-
tional 
Film  Festival 
turns 30 this
 
year 
and  
celebrates
 with 
one  of its 
most  ambitious 
programs  
presenting
 
90 films 
at over 200 
viewings. 
The  
festival
 opens 
March 25 
and runs 
through
 April 
5.
 
Peter 
Scarlet,
 festival
 arts di-
rector. 
traveled  
around
 the 
world  in 
1986 and 
attended  seven 
interna-
tional film 
festivals to 
bring hack 
as 
varied  a 
program
 as possible.
 Scar-
let 
said
 at a press 
conference 
last 
week in San Francisco.
 
This 
year's 
presentations  
are
 
"the  cream of 
world 
production,"
 
Scarlet said. 
"These
 are all
 the movies
 we 
didn't 
walk out of 
or
 fall asleep 
in," 
he said. 
Scarlet  was 
assisted  in 
his
 
search for films
 by Laura 
Thielin,  
the festival's
 competition
 director. 
Works 
from
 Africa. England. 
Curacao 
-- a festival 
first, India, 
Poland,  Tunisia.
 Iran and 
Yugosla-
via will be 
presented  to name 
a few. 
The opening 
night selection is 
David 
Jones'
 "Charing 
Cross  
Road"
 starring Anne 
Bancroft and 
Anthony 
Hopkins.
 Based on the
 
book by 
Helene  Hanff, 
it tells the 
story 
of a writer absorbed 
by
 her 
love of London and 
literature.  
The 
festival  will close 
with the 
U.S.  
premiere
 of 
"Prick  Up 
Your 
Ears." 
a new 
film by 
Stephen 
Frears.
 director
 of 
last
 year's 
art 
house
 hit, 
"My 
Beautiful
 Laun-
derette,"
 which 
was shown 
at the 
1986 
film  
festival.  
"Prick 
Up
 Your 
Ears"  por-
trays 
London 
playwright
 Joe 
Or
-
ton's  
relationship  
with 
Kenneth  
Halliwell  
which  ended 
in murder 
and suicide.
 The movie
 stars Gary 
Oldam  (Sid 
and Nancy),
 Alfred 
Molina  and 
Vanessa  Redgrave.
 
The 
SFIFF 
prides  itself 
on 
being  a forum 
for 
discovering
 new 
names.
 Scarlet 
said. 
"People we 
have
 shown
 are 
turning into 
the  new wave 
of
 the 
he said. 
Reflecting
 the 
recent
 changes 
in the 
Soviet  Union's
 film 
industry.
 
the festival 
will present
 a major 
se-
ries of 
films from 
that country.
 Five 
of the seven
 films 
were
 banned 
until 
recently,
 Scarlet
 said. 
Russian
 director
 Alexei 
Gher-
man 
will visit 
the U.S. for
 the first 
time to 
present  "My 
Name is Lap
-
shin,"  his 
latest work 
which was 
made in 1982
 and released
 in 1986, 
and two
 earlier 
films. 
Other  festival 
firsts include 
the 
premiere 
of
 the newly 
restored,  
tinted 
version  of 
"Nosferatu,"  
the 
1922 
German  silent
 film classic
 by 
F.W. 
Mumau.  and the
 first San 
Francisco 
showing en 
ensemble of 
Axel
 Corti's trilogy,
 "Where to 
and 
Back."  
a landmark 
work  about 
Austrian
 Jews 
forced  to flee
 after 
the
 Nazi 
occupation.
 
The 
festival  will 
fete two 
film
 
greats 
this year. 
British 
director.  
Michael
 
Powell.
 hest 
known  for 
"The Red 
Shoes," 
will be given
 the 
Akiro 
Kurosawa 
Lifetime 
Achiev-
ment 
Award  and 
actor  Fred 
Mac -
Murray
 will he 
honored with
 a trib-
ute 
featuring
 highlights
 from his 50 -
year career. 
The 
festival had
 scheduled 
a 
tribute to Joseph 
Cotten. However.
 
Cotten  cancelled due
 to illness. 
Scarlet  said. 
The festival 
will he held at 
the 
AMC 
Kabuki 8 
Cinemas and
 the 
Palace of 
Fine Arts 
Theatre
 in San 
Francisco  and the
 Pacific 
Archive
 at 
Wheeler 
auditorium.  
The festival
 has 1,4(X) 
mem-
bers 
and  receives 
support
 from pri-
vate and 
public  sponsors 
such as 
California Arts 
Council and 
the 
Hotel 
Tax Fund. 
Tickets are on sale 
at Bass out-
lets or by 
calling  762 -BASS. 
Mail 
orders 
will  he honored 
at
 the festival 
office until 
March  20. The 
film hot-
line 
for information 
and schedule 
changes is 415 -221
-FILM. 
Spanish
 
film 
tells 
story  
through
 dance
 
By I 'choral, .1 hoolan 
Moviegoers note that there 
are some intelligent movies 
out  
there among the inept Sylvester 
Stallone epics or the 
fastest
 in-
stallment of the "Nightmare on  
Elm Street" series. 
"El Amor Brujo" (Love. 
the Magician) 
is
 one of the rele-
vant few. 
Although the dialogue is in 
Spanish,  the symbolism and fla-
menco dance movements makes 
"El Amor Brujo" understand-
able
 for 
everyone.  
The film is the latest col-
laboration of Spanish director 
Carlos Saura and choreographer 
Antonio
 
Gades. 
Together the two tell a 
story with movement. They 
don't have to rely on dialogue, 
and it is refreshing to see 
that 
Saura does not take himself too 
seriously.
 
The opening shot is a per-
fect example. A 
heavy 
soundstage door closes and 
camera moves over scaffolding 
and lights, and finally focuses 
on a set of a 
gypsy 
village.
 
which is the set the rest of the 
film. 
"El Amor Brujo" is the 
story of two children, Jose (Juan 
Antonio 
Jimenez) and Candela 
WI-V.1111d
 
lit,)0s).
 
ss 
ho KCIT 
promised to each
 other by their 
fathers. 
The  children 
grow
 up 
and marry 
but  Jose is in 
love 
with another woman,
 Lucia 
(Laura
 
Del  Sol).  
Carmelo
 (Antonio
 (lade',). 
another
 villager,  
has  been in 
love with 
Candela since they
 
were
 children. 
Candela  suspects 
her 
husband's
 infidelity
 and fol-
lows him to 
Lucia's
 village. 
A fight
 has 
broken  out. 
Jose gets 
stabbed  to death  and 
Carmelo 
is wrongly
 accused 
of 
the murder. 
When 
Carmelo
 is released 
from jail,
 we see that 
Candela
 
has flipped. Every 
night she 
puts on 
the clothes she
 wore the 
night
 of Jose's 
death  and goes 
to
 
the place 
where he 
was  killed. 
She calls to 
hint and he 
comes  to 
her, 
also in 
bloodstained  
clothes. They 
dance.
 
Through all of this. Can-
dela is still 
haunted  by Jose. She 
and Carmelo decide that to he 
free 
from 
Jose's grasp they must 
reunite hint with Lucia. 
The movie
 is different from 
American films. 
It is a cele-
bration of the 
Spanish  culture. 
as we see the 
traditional
 dances 
and hear
 the music. 
Hungry? Try 
exotic  
alligator
 
or
 
boar
 
pizza
 
By Paige C. forge! 
If you have 
a taste for the 
exotic, Players Pub and Pizza in 
Santa Clara is for
 you. 
Paul Anderson, 26, and Barfy 
Jenkins, 24,
 are two of the owners. 
Players "big game"
 includes such 
delicacies
 as rabbit, venison, alliga-
tor, boar, and buffalo
 pizza. 
If the idea of eating
 alligator 
ULlMpf47  
JJ
 
It 
Barry 
Jenkins,  a 
former
 SJSI 
student,  takes 
a swing at 
a buf-
falo head 
in Players 
Pizza and 
Pub. Buffalo
 is just one
 topping 
offered  at 
the  
restaurant,
 
isn't too appealing, try it anyway  
it's fantastic. The alligator is first 
marinated to bring out the flavor of 
this basically bland meat,
 then gen-
erously spread over a basic cheese 
and 
sauce  pizza, then baked. 
At first,
 you might he 
wary of 
this item, but never fear,
 the taste is 
very subtle, more like chicken than 
a deadly reptile. 
This
 one is excel-
lent in 
combination with black 
olives
 and a frosty mug of 
beer. 
Another great pizza is the buf-
falo. It looks and tastes like 
ground  
beef,  
only
 slightly gamey. This one 
is excellent with pineapple. 
Anderson  says he gets his 
exotic meats from various parts
 of 
the U.S. and the meat has already 
been inspected by the health depart-
ment when 
begets
 it. 
"We get the 
rattlesnake  from 
Phoenix (Arizona), the buffalo from 
Wyoming and the alligator from a 
local butcher who brings it 
in from 
Florida," Anderson said. 
One reason Players serves the 
exotic items is because the wild ani-
mals are raised naturally in an envi-
ronment where the food is not cho-
sen for them or injected with 
chemicals, thus they are more 
healthy to eat, Anderson said. 
"I know everything that goes 
into the pizza  except the animals 
themselves,"
 Anderson said. 
One of the not -so -exotic,
 
but 
very different pizzas Players serves 
is the "Breath Bomb." This one
 is 
a spicy 
combination  of sausage, ja-
lepeno peppers, onions, tomatoes, 
green peppers, cheese and topped 
with two
 fortune cookies. 
But beware,
 this pizza is 
only 
for the 
strong of 
stomach.
 Heart-
burn is a definite 
result of eating this 
fabulous 
food.  
Of 
course, Players
 also serves
 
the 
standard 
pizzas.
 for those
 less 
adventurous. 
Players' 
exotic  pizzas
 run be-
tween 
$6.50  and 
$14.85.  
Regular
 
pizzas  run from 
$4.25 to 
$14.45.
 
Players'
 decor is 
also  slightly 
strange. The back 
wall is decorated 
with sports 
team pennants. 
Behind 
the bar, 
Fosters 
Lager  beer 
cans
 
adorn the
 majority of 
counter
 space, 
and can 
even  he found 
in an empty 
fish 
howl  . 
But the hest decoration is the 
vinyl -covered, stuffed 
rhinocerous  
they call "V inal Richie." 
Anderson
 and 
Jenkins,  both 
SJSU 
graduates.  
have
 been in 
busi-
ness
 for eight 
months. 
Jenkins, 
who  swears 
his
 real 
name
 is Barfy,
 met 
Anderson  
at
 
SJSU 
when both 
worked  at the 
Spartan  Pub. 
Going into 
business 
together 
happened by 
accident. 
"We 
both  were looking 
for 
jobs after 
graduation."
 Jenkins 
said,
 "and  we'd 
talked about 
how 
fun it would
 he to own a 
restaurant.  
"My dad makes 
this bread and 
he
 wanted to 
market  it. He 
thought  
about 
renting
 a pizza 
parlor  at night 
to make it. 
Then
 a friend of ours 
bought 
this place and 
we
 joined 
him." 
Both Jenkins and 
Anderson are 
from
 the Bay Area. 
To keep the 
business 
going,  both work 
10-12 
hours a 
day,
 just to break
 even. 
Jenkins said he would 
like to 
expand the business, but added "if 
Paul left, I'd have
 to leave." 
Anderson said 
he
 might like to 
expand. but 
added. "if I get too 
successful. I'm getting out."
 He 
said then it 
would  be too out of hand 
and he would lose control 
of the 
business. 
Both Jenkins and
 Anderson re-
ceived degrees from SJSU. 
Jenkins
 
received a B.S. 
in Industrial Tech-
nology in December 1985 and An-
derson graduated in 
May  1986. 
If 
you  think Anderson's busi-
ness is a little on the strange side. 
his "pet" is even
 stranger, Elliott. a 
lile-sized plastic cow, has
 been An-
derson's "pet" for
 several years. 
Elliott  was once the star 
of
 the Spar-
tan 
Daily  comic strip "Life on 
Earth, " which 
Anderson
 wrote as 
an  SJSU student. 
Anderson once 
hooked Elliott up 
to wheels and ran 
him through a 10K race. 
Both Jenkins 
and Anderson are 
an unlikely pair to 
own  a restaurant. 
They would
 seem more at 
home  
watching the Chicago Blackhawks
 
play hockey 
one  of Anderson's 
favorite 
pastimes  and drinking 
beer
 than making exotic 
pizzas.  
However, both seem happy
 with 
their work and 
their  customers look 
satisfied as well. 
Players  is 
located 
between  
Kiley and
 
Homestead
 in 
Mariposa  
Center.
 It's 
open
 4 p.m.
  11 
p.m. 
Monday  
through  
Saturday;
 4 
p.m. 
9 
p.m.   
Sunday,
 and 
home 
delivery  
is
 available
 
Thursday   
March  5. 
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Band
 plays
 
to 
thankless
 
crowd  
Despite
 
audience,
 
'Wang Chung' delivers
 
intensely
 
Hy Judith
 h aught
 
The  band 
was 
exciting.  
The 
audience  was 
not.  
Wang
 Chung
 turned
 in a 
fine 
performance
 
Monday  night 
at One 
Step Beyond but the crowd 
didn't
 
seem
 to notice. 
Music  
Sure they lined around the
 
stage 
and they yelled and clapped 
wildly when the 
band came on 
stage, hut after its entrance, the 
crowd became surprisingly
 sedate. 
Even the front of the stage 
where the most diehard fans usually 
congregate
 was relatively calm. 
Heads
 bobbed up and 
down
 
throughout
 
the crowd, hut that was 
basically
 the extent 
of enthusiasm 
that
 the audience
 displayed.
 
It 
was  almost as 
if they were 
told 
they
 would be 
punished  if they
 
showed  any 
excitement.  
Their quietness 
was  not a re-
flection 
on
 the band's 
performance.  
Maybe 
the  audience's strange 
behavior was because it was a diver-
sified group. 
The  age span was wide. The 
local school hipsters were there,
 as 
were a large gruop of people who 
could have been their
 parents. 
The regular 
One  Step Beyond
 
groupies 
with spiked 
multicolored  
hair 
and gamments
 of black 
were  
noticably 
scarce.  The 
yuppies
 had 
taken 
over 
for
 the night. 
A Monday
 night concert start-
ing at 10:20 p.m.
 could have been 
the problem, 
too. Probably 
most of 
the crowd 
had  been at school 
or 
work all day and they 
were  tired and 
realized that 
they  would have 
to go 
to school or 
work the next moring 
as 
well.  
Whatever the
 reason, the 
hand 
did not 
deserve  the 
audience 
hush 
that they
 received.
 With 
such  an in-
timate 
concert  site 
and the 
good  
music,
 the crowd
 should 
have been
 
going crazy.
 
The 
music  and 
sound 
quality  
was 
outstanding
 as were 
the  vocals. 
No missed
 notes at 
this  concert.
 The 
percussion really added 
to
 most of 
the songs. 
The 
band opened
 up with 
"Wake
 Up Stop 
Dreaming" 
an up-
beat song 
with  lyrics 
that  seemed 
appropriate
 for the 
lethargic 
audi-
ence. 
When
 the boys 
began to 
play  
their current 
top 40 release 
"Let's 
Go" 
there  was hope 
the crowd 
would
 get going, 
hut it did not.
 
The crowd, 
however
 , did as 
told when the 
lead
 singer told them 
that
 audience participation 
would be 
needed for the 
next  song. They duti-
fully snapped
 their fingers on 
the 
appropriate  heats 
during,  "Lul-
laby." 
"Lullaby" 
was one of the 
hest 
songs
 of the night. It had a 
slow,  
soulful 
rhythm
 to it as 
the  saxo-
phone 
smoothly  wailed 
in the hack -
ground. 
They also 
responded to the 
hand's radio favorites
 such as "To 
Live and Die in L. A 
. ' and "Every-
body Have Fun Tonight," 
by
 clap-
ping and singing.
 It still seemed as 
though the crowd
 was still holding 
hack. 
The crowd 
should  have been 
dancing 
away when the hand played 
their hest and most well-known tune 
"Dance Hall Days," hut most of 
them decided to 
contently  sway and 
listen. The boys came back for one 
encore, which the audience did not 
deserve. 
Hopefully, next time Wang 
Chun comes to town 
the crowd will 
show more 
enthusiasm.  They could 
hardly show any 
less.  
Album's
 boring, 
generic  music
 too  
"Week"
 
By Larry 
Aragon  
Wednesday
 Week's
 debut 
album.  
What  We 
Had,  isn't 
good 
and 
isn't  had. 
It's
 just plain 
boring. 
The 
sticker 
on the 
album 
Tracks 
sleeve 
claims 
the 
Los
-Angeles
-
based 
foursome
 
"combines
 a 
Ban-
gle-ish  
vocal  
gloss
 with 
a tough,
 
raw 
edge."
 
Whoever
 wrote 
that 
must
 have 
been 
listening
 to 
another  
album.  
True.
 
Wednesday
 
Week
 
sounds
 a little
 like 
the  
Bangles
 des
 
hard not to 
when  
your
 
two
 vocalists
 
are
 
female.) 
But,
 the  
music 
is any-
thing  
but 
"tough"
 
w 
ON
 
"rak
 
edge."  The sound is a 
mild
 mish-
mash  of '60s folk, country and pop 
with a noticeable bass
-line. 
What We Had is so tame and 
so 
generic it could 
easily  play on a top. 
'U)
 radio station, making it perfect 
for today's teeny
-hoppers. 
The only notable part of the 
album is the production. 
What
 We 
Had could have
 been overproduced, 
but Don Dixon (REM and Let's Ac-
tive) chose 
instead
 to give the hand 
an 
unprocessed sound,  
somewhat 
like The Smiths' 
second album, 
Hasful of Hollow.
 
But 
unless  you want
 
tim 
buy 
What 
We Had to 
hear Dixon's 
pro-
duction,
 don't even
 bother trying to 
find
 this disc 
because 
most  of the 
The drum patterns are the 
same, the rhythm guitar hits are the 
same, the lead guitar 
riffs  are the 
same and the ooh-aah vocal har-
monies
 are the same on just about 
every song. 
"Why 
. . Whyy . W-
hyyy . . Whyyyy . . . Why do 
YOU
 want more?" sings bassist 
Heidi Rodewald. 
You'll ask yourself the same 
question  when you flip What We 
Had over to hear side B. 
lithe music doesn't get you, 
the lyrics 
will.  
Generic. Scott Bain titles like
 
"If 
Only"  foreshadow the 
transpa-
rent writing: 
"If  only I had him, my 
life would he better. If only I knew 
the day we'd 
be together . . 
. I like 
New 
organization
 premieres 
season
 
with  
harpsichordist
 
( (;idadort 
In the hurry 
and frenzy of 
contemporary music, the emer-
gence of Musica Bella offers
 lis-
teners 
an enchanting 
evening of 
culture and relaxation. 
The 
new organi/ation was
 
Music
 
brined
 to 
encourage  the per)Or-
mance 
and  appreciation 
of music 
from 
the 
Middle 
Ages  to 
the 
early 
Classical
 
era.  
In honor
 of the 
350th birth-
day  of Dietrich Bustehude, the 
hest known
 composer of organ 
music before Bach, the compa-
ny's premiere performance
 fea-
tured harpsichordist player Mar-
tha 
Hagen Harker. 
Aside from 
Buxtehude,  the 
performance
 included works from 
Johann Sebastian Bach, Louis 
Couperin,
 Georg Friedrich 
Handel,
 Johann Kuhnau and Jo-
hann Pache the I . 
A harpsichord 
sounds
 like a 
guam be, 
aum.tile 
biHi. an. 
plucked even 
though it looks
 like 
a piano.
 For the listener
 unfamil-
iar  with the 
music,  it is an 
entic-
ing 
combination.
 
At
 one moment the
 music in-
vites 
the audience 
to dance 
the 
minuet
 like 
ladies
 and 
gentlemen  
of the 
17th
-century  
court  in 
France.
 Then 
the 
music  
slows  
into a 
haunting  
melody,  
touching  
the 
hidden  
parts  of 
every  
soul.
 
No 
matter 
what
 the listener's
 
taste is.
 the 
harpsichord
 draws
 
and
 keeps 
a person 
blanketed
 in a 
comfortable  
blend of 
soothing
 
and 
exciting  
sounds.
 
Kuhnau's
 
piece.
 
entitled  
"The
 Fight
 
Between
 
David  
and 
Goliath"
 
represented
 a 
myriad
 of 
emotions
 It 
followed  
the 
courage  
and
 
glory
 of David
 hut 
also  the 
drama
 (il 
the 
slaying.  
Unlike
 a 
painting
 
which  
provides
 a 
pic-
ture. 
the 
music  
set the 
motxl
 and 
allowed
 the 
listener 
to 
create his 
own  picture. 
Pachelhers  
aria 
captured
 the 
10) and dewlion 
It, 
k iii 
ii
 
courtly love. By 
closing one's 
eyes it 
was  possible to imagine 
the
 piece was meant for
 one's sell 
only.  In a room of appoximately 
80 people, it is a very magical 
quality. 
Music lovers who appreciate 
the 
sounds
 of the harpsichord
 will 
enjoy Harker. Harker played for 
almost 90 minutes. During a few 
moments of each piece, she 
seemed
 to he hypnotized, lost in 
the culture the music reflects. 
She and Jennifer Randolph 
are the 
co-founders  of Musica 
Bella. Their goal is to introduce 
early music to people who 
have
 
no experience of it and to provide 
performers with a chance  to 
play. 
Musica Bella will offer two 
more shows this season in honor 
of Bustehude. As was evident at 
the concert, there are a number ob 
early music fans in the 
valley  who 
want to support this new organi-
zation. 
the way he talks 
and the things 
he
 
doesn't 
say.
 And the way
 he dresses 
in
 that understated 
way . . And 
every time I see
 him I just want
 to 
die, 
'cause
 he's the one 
-- he said 
he'd phone me .
 
Even 
musically 
interesting  
songs like
 "Missionary"
 are dea-
dened  by thoughtless 
lyrics. Rode-
wald starts 
the song with
 a meaty 
bass -line.
 Then David 
Nolte drifts 
in with 
a haunting lead 
guitar. But 
then: "Save
 meee . . 
Save  meee-
. . 
Misionaaary . . 
Save from 
the laugh 
of
 my drunker 
half.  Keep 
my 
shadow
 warm. Close 
your  eyes. 
Touch the 
Storm  .  
What?  
The only song sisters 
Kristi
 
rh !hull !niitar and ocakd and 
Kelly (drums) Callan 
actually  try to 
say something with 
is
 "Suicide." 
The song sounds vaguely like 
an early Pretenders 
tune until you 
decipher the muddy lyrics: 
"The telephone
 is ringing, 
but 
I 
won't answer
 it today. I 
can't face 
the questions
 I just 
don't  know 
what 
to sa 
Another 
suicide.  
It's a 
growing
 tide . 
. . All the 
things
 I meant to 
tell you. All
 the 
things I never
 said. It never
 seemed 
appropriate
 until a 
person  was 
dead . . The
 hardest pan 
is
 for-
giving you, 
hut  I know I've 
got to 
Wow. 
Those  
thoughts. 
lit.,orirw  
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 
 
 
Experience  the German Tradition  
 
at the 
 
  
:100C1)bUrg
 
V011  
"Tinailia:
 
 '  
 
Authentic
 German Cuisine 
 Live European 
Music -Sat. 
 Learn the Polka and other 
Dances  Sat.
 at 4 
p.m. 
 German
 Movies every Tues 
at 7:30
 p.m. 
 Ballroom Dancing 
9 to 1 a.m. Sat. 
VISIT GERMANY TONIGHT 
'Buy One Meal, 
Receive  2nd 1 
2 Price 
261 N. 2nd St 
San Jose, CA 
95112
 
295-4484 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Expire:, 
 
7-15-87  
1 
coupon
 per 
 
person  
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British
 
sem-comedy
 
pokes 
fun  at 
science
 
tl Belt 
Alter II years 
01 research, a 
scientist  on the brink a discovering 
a cure for the 
common  cold sud-
denly
 linds his funding is cut by a 
university 
administration which
 
deems 
his project low 
priority 
This is the 
premise  for the new 
serio-comedy "Nothing to Sneeze  
Al by young 
British  playwright 
Brian 
Thomp.on
 
ii he Saratoga 
Theatre
 
Chamber  Theater. 
The 
play explores
 the 
role
 of 
pure  research 
within a 
commer-
cially
-oriented  society,
 and ques-
tions the priorities
 of research. 
Oddball
 scientist 
Frank Mer-
rick 
(played 
by Ken 
Czworniak),  
finds the 
polities and 
practicality 
of 
academia
 have 
caught
 up with 
him.  
Merrick's 
world  proceeds to 
overturn in chaotic hilarity as his 
trade unionist janitor Cullin 
(played  
by Jeff Richards)
 strikes against re-
moving even the rabbit 
droppings  
front 
the  laboratory, while Mer-
rick's entanglement with his mar-
ried
 technician liarhara 
Kiiths,  El -
Imo is challenged hy his comely 
research 
assistant 
Claire 
(Laura 
Long).  
The real reason to see "Noth-
ing to Sneeze 
At" is to laugh. 
Thompson's eccentric British 
humor is 
fresh and ingenious  it 
catches the audience by suprise.
 
The small cast of five actors turn in 
cons incing 
comedic perfonnances. 
The 
play's  serious 
message 
slitters 
in "Sneeze."
 If 
Thompson
 
wants to 
persuade the 
audience that 
pure
 scientific
 research
 deserves 
to 
he funded,
 he 
doesn't
 succeed.
 
Our sympathies are with Lay -
borne,
 the university
 dean (played 
by director Hal J. Todd), as he ex-
plains why 
a cure for the common 
cold is a low priority for university 
funds. Almost any research seems 
more important than that. 
As Layborne
 points, out 
peo-
ple 
rarely
 die from 
a cold, and
 that, 
in fact, the 
common  cold has
 its ad-
vantages
 it 
gives  us a 
reliable  
reason  to stay 
home from 
work  and 
contemplate  our 
plight in life. 
Some 
of the subtle 
significance 
of 
"Sneeze"  may
 he lost in 
tran-
Actor Ken 
(7tuorniak  and actress 
sition
 from 
England  to 
America.  
The 
numerous jokes 
about 
trade 
unions, 
the Irish 
Republican  
Army
 
and
 Margaret 
Thatcher  for example
 
assume a 
greater  familiarity
 with 
England
 than most 
audience 
mem-
bers
 are likely to has 
e. 
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skin  
prietograp
 
or 
Laura 
I 'mg 
lanivnt  the pending 
closure
 
of 
their
 
research
 
lab. 
Neertheless. 
"Nothing  to 
toga Chamber Theater. in Saratoga
 
Sneeze  At" is worth 
seeing  both for 
It 
begins  at 8:30 p.m. on Friday and 
its enjoyable 
performance 
by tal-
ented  local actors and for
 the freshly 
imported off-the-wall
 humor. 
"Nothing  to Sneeze
 Ai" is 
playing 
through  April 5 
at the Sara -
Saturday.  There is a 5 
p.m.  matinee 
on Saturday and
 it
 
2 p.m. matinee 
on Sunday. Admission is $9
 or 
evening shows. 
$8
 for the Saturday 
matinee. S7 on Sunday. For
 infor-
mation call (408)
 996-9835. 
Pocket opera
 provides 
comedy and fine singing 
Its.
 
Gene  C. Johnson .Jr. 
Hiding in the 
disguise of a 
pocket opera
 is a good musical
 com-
edy  called "The 
Princess  of Trebi-
/uncle." 
The story 
surrounds  a 
strug-
gling circus 
fiimily who 
wins
 a lot -
Theatre  
wry and are suddenly living in the 
society  pages. 
The Villa 
Montalvo  of Sarato-
...i's 
pocket opera 
features  the sing-
ing or Vicki 
Shagholan,  who 
plays  
the 
male role a 
Prince
 Rafael, a 
naive  soul, 
or seemingly  
so.  
She subtly strolls into each mu-
sical scale with ease. Shaghoian can 
ic 
wally
 led 
l the 
emotions she is 
.inging
 about,  which is the 
most 
im-
i.ortant 
feature
 of her singing. 
The one-time perforniance last 
Saturday
 
allowed
 the cast to show 
eseellent
 technical facilities. 
During one of the circus per-
iormances. Prince 
Rafael sees a 
vi as princess
 who really isn't a was
 
!igure. hut Zanetta.
 the daughter of 
Fri
 circus 
owner.  The prince
 falls in 
I 
se 
with the
 
was
 princess, played 
by
 actress Susan 
Narucki.  
The 
prince's
 dad. Prince 
Casi-
mir. played by William 
Sactre, 
es a line
 comedic performance
 as 
the snotty, 
stuck-up prince. With 
his 
purple  eye liner and his 
white  
pearls the size 
of
 grapefruits, the 
laughter he 
generates is enough
 to 
cause stomach cramps. 
Saetre's voice is 
an
 excellent 
achievement in the technical aspects 
of operatic 
singing,  hut lacks the 
emotional reverence of 
Shag-
hoian's.
 
In 
order  to take his dad's 
throne. 
Prince  Rafael has to keep 
his virginal innocence, hut the 
beauty of Zanetta.
 has him thinking 
the opposite. 
It's the job 
of Sparadrop, 
Prince Rafael's tutor, to keep him 
away front the 
evils of the world. 
The guy isn't so bright and Carson 
Church, who has
 the build of a 
young Jimmy Stewart, does a good 
job of 
playing
 the part. 
The prince makes plans 
to 
court 
his 
love,  against the 
wish  of 
his father.
 
Prince Casimir knows what his 
son is doing, hut he thinks his son 
has fallen in love with a wax prin-
cess and not the 
real person. He fig-
ures that this fascination will keep 
his son's 
virginity  intact. 
The parts 
that didn't 
seem 
funny
 or musically 
entertaining 
were 
the romantic
 scenes
 by the 
prince 
and Zanetta. 
Granted, they 
were
 not kissing 
each other, 
but  it 
took 
imagination  to picture 
a girl 
and  a guy when 
what
 the audience 
really saw 
was two women 
caress-
ing each 
other's  hands. 
Throughout the whole farce, 
there is a 10 -piece
 orchestra called 
the pocket philharmonic, with the 
piano 
player
 Donald Pippin serving 
as the narrator. 
Pippin's orchestra does a fine 
job of taking the 
audience through 
the main emotional transitions of 
the characters and 
Pippin's attempt 
at dry humor masquerades the medi-
ocre acting. 
The ending brings an unex-
pected surprise that even brought 
astonishment to the over -40 -aged 
audience. But, then again, as in all 
good 
musical
 comedies, 
everyone 
falls in love and lives happily ever 
after. 
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Price
 
Riot  
SALE DAYS MARCH 4 - 10 1987 
COUPONS 
REQUIRED
 FOR PURCHASE 
coupons on back of page 
not good with 
any other discount 
ALL 11EMS 
LIMITED  TO STOCK ON HAND 
Art 
Portfolios  
w/Handles
 
I'lastic in Assorted Colors 
20x26 $15.95 reg. 
17x22 $12.95 reg 
General 
Supplies
 
30%  
Off 
Binder
 
Green Only 
1 /T & 1" 
'Tufgard"  12311 
Reg. $1.39 
General Supplies 
30% Off 
Pocket
 Dividers 
"National " 
Double  Sided 
03076 Colors $1.29 reg. 
03075 Manilla
 $1.19 reg. 
General Supplies 
30%  
Off  
Candy Bar 
40e 
Value  
LIMIT 4 PER 
COUPON
 
Popcorner  
Dept. 
Only
 25t
 
Coffee  Mugs
 
Assorted Designs
 
Excluding 
SJSU mugs 
Gifts 
30% 
Off 
"Get 
Organized"
 
100 
Paper & 4 Pockets 
Assorted Colors 
Reg.
 $2.89
 
General 
Supplies
 
30%  
Off 
Taffy 
Boxed
 or Bulk
 
Popcorner  Dept 
50% 
Off 
Technical 
Books  
Values up 
to
 $50 
ALL SALES
 FINAL 
General Books 
Only $3.99 
Apple ImageWriter
 II 
Color Ribbons 
Reg. $12.95 
Computers/Electronics Dept 
3 
Only 
$10.95 
T
-Shirts
 
Selected Styles 
ALL SALES
 FINAL 
Priced 
as
 Marked 
Clothing 
$4.99
 
Developing  
Sale 
35mm Slide 
Film Only 
Film  Dept
 
24 exposures
 
$1.49
 
36 
exposures  
$2.59
 
Books
 in Ireland 
Special
 Values to $25 
All Sales Final 
PRICED 
AS
 MARKED 
General Books 
Up to 60% 
Off 
Apple ImageWriter
 II 
Black Ribbons 
Reg. $8.95 
Computers/Electronics  Dept 
Only  $7.95 
I.........  
G.E.  
Batteries
 
rechargeable
 
Computers/Electronics
 Dept 
30% Off 
SPA.RTA  N 
BOO 
KSMR. 
SPARTAN SHOPS t -T INC. 
Service i8 our 
Major 
